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ABSTRACT
Douglas, Lisa J., PhD, Human Factors and Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Program, Department of Psychology, Wright State University, 2017. The Role of
Peripheral Vision in Configural Spatial Knowledge Acquisition.

This study investigated the importance of the peripheral visual field for acquiring
configural spatial knowledge, especially knowledge about structural components like
doorways, corners, and walls, but also information about objects. Although peripheral
vision helps us orient our bodies in space, navigate successfully through an environment,
and physically interact with objects in near physical space (Kesner & Creem-Regehr,
2012; Burgess, Jeffrey, & O’Keefe, 1999), previous research has not investigated the role
of the peripheral visual field for the acquisition of spatial knowledge during navigation.
All participants in this experiment viewed a virtual navigation tour through a fourroom environment with objects located in each room, while fixating at a central point on
a large monitor. Viewing conditions manipulated the visual field of view available to five
groups of participants (24 participants per group). The conditions included a no mask
group, and three, round, central mask groups that blocked foveal vision and an increasing
amount of peripheral vision (10º, 35º, 70º visual angle) on a monitor with a 120º
horizontal viewing field. The other group had a peripheral mask that blocked the entire
viewing field except for an 8º diameter aperture in the middle of the mask. All
participants passively travelled through a novel virtual environment, from which
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configural spatial knowledge can be easily acquired under normal viewing conditions
(Colle & Reid, 1998, 2000, 2003).
Configural spatial memory was measured by obtaining both structural and objectto-object absolute angular error from sketchmaps of the environment, which each
participant drew after experiencing the virtual environment. Results showed that
participants’ configural spatial knowledge for structural components acquired with the
10º and 35º central masks was as good as, and not statistically different from, the no
mask condition (viewing the entire screen). Spatial knowledge acquired in these three
groups was substantially better (smaller angular error) than the 70º central mask and the
peripheral mask groups. Unlike the good performance for the structural data, it was more
difficult for participants to acquire knowledge of object-to-object spatial relationships for
all groups although participants’ ability to identify objects was good, and statistically
comparable, for all four of the central mask groups. Thus, regions of the visual periphery
appear to play an important role in acquiring object information and configural spatial
knowledge for the structure of an environment during navigation.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The visual system both in monkey and man is designed to allow us to navigate
through space, perceive color, depth, motion, form, and differentiate between objects and
background (Baylis, 1998; Boyce & Pollatsek, 1992; Livingstone & Hubel, 1998; Marr &
Hildreth, 1980; Sekuler, Bennett, & Mamelak, 2000). Light particles, called photons,
enter the eye through the cornea, pass through the pupil and lens, and activate the retina
at the back of the eye. Photons are turned into neural signals via transduction in the cone
and rod photoreceptors in the retina (Goldstein, 2009). The entire retinal surface
continually processes images that represent everything the eye can see and these
representations comprise the visual field. The expanse of what we see with our eyes is
called our field of view (FOV), the angular extent of space from which visual information
is available.
Field of View
Vision researchers generally separate the FOV into three major regions,
subtended on the retinal surface: foveal, parafoveal, and peripheral. Foveal vision
constitutes about 2° of visual angle in humans. Foveal vision accounts for about 1% of
the retina but is processed by about 50% of visual cortex (Mason & Kandel, 1991).
Foveal vision permits high acuity of visual information and allows us to quickly gather
detailed and meaningful information about objects and their spatial relationship to each
other (Larson & Loschky, 2009; Farivar, 2009; Rolls, Aggelopoulos, & Zheng, 2003).
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The fovea is composed exclusively of cone photoreceptors that quickly resolve very high
spatial frequencies, process visual information in brighter light, as well as information
about color, changes to images, and form (Williams & Moody, 2003). Parafoveal vision
is the region directly beyond foveal vision and extends to about 8-10° of visual angle.
Parafoveal vision plays a role in reading, scene perception, and emotional attention
(Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008; Niefind & Dimigen, 2016; Thibaut, Tran, Szaffarczyk, &
Boucart, 2014).
Peripheral vision encompasses about 99% of our available FOV and consists of
all non-foveal vision. A further distinction in the literature (Sardegna, Shelly, Rutzen, &
Scott, 2002) describes the extent of the horizontal peripheral FOV as near-peripheral (to
about 60º), mid-peripheral vision (from about 60º to 120º), and far-peripheral vision
(from about 120º to 220º). The horizontal and vertical limits for peripheral vision are
different. The vertical extents are more limited, about 60° up and 75° down (Spector,
1990). For the purposes of this study, the FOV will be described in terms of central
vision and peripheral vision where central vision is foveal and parafoveal vision
combined and peripheral vision is considered everything beyond parafoveal vision. This
categorization was chosen because the independent variables did not scale down to the
level of foveal-only vision.
Central Vision Research
Research on issues related to foveal and central vision is broad and deep, covering
myriad topics such as reading, pattern recognition, object and face recognition, visual
2

search, computer and robotic vision, and cognitive impairments related to diseases of the
eye (Bernard & Chung, 2016; Geringswald & Pollmann, 2015; Grauman & Leibe, 2011;
Jordan & Paterson, 2014; Kwon & Legge, 2011; Niefind & Dimigen, 2016; Pijnacker &
Steenbergen, 2011; Wang & Cottrell, 2016). Motion is an important aspect of the
stimulus in central vision research, and research topics include motion detection,
interpretation and extrapolation of motion, and speed change thresholds (Cropper, 2006;
Lankheet, van Doorn, Bouman, & van de Grind, 2000; Shi & Nijhawan, 2012; Traschütz,
Zinke, & Wegener, 2012; van de Grind, Koenderink, & van Doorn, 2000).
Eye tracking. Methodologies, protocols, and procedures that measure both the
movements of the eye and the point of gaze (where a person is looking) were pioneered
by Yarbus (1967). Central vision research often employs eye tracking to study matters
related to development of the visual system, cognition, and fatigue detection
(Buttelmann, Schieler, Wetzel, & Widmann, 2017; Eckstein, Guerra-Carrillo, Miller, &
Bunge, 2016; Nguyen, Isaacowitz, & Rubin, 2009). Eye tracking methodologies were
used in some of the studies mentioned in the previous paragraph, including reading
research (Niefind & Dimigen, 2016; Schroeder, Hyönä, & Liversedge, 2015) and face
and object recognition research (Bernard & Chung, 2016). Eye tracking also has been
used to explore performance in navigation tasks such as walking and driving (Galna,
Lord, Daud, Archibald, Burn, & Rochester, 2012; Marigold & Patla, 2007; Sun, Xia,
Nadarajah, Falkmer, Foster, & Lee, 2016).
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Contemporary eye tracking equipment typically tracks images of reflections
originating from the back and front surfaces of the cornea – referred to as Purkinje image.
The position of these images is recorded in (x, y) coordinates so eye locations, dwell
times, and saccades can be analyzed (Duchowski, 2007). However, an obvious
disadvantage of any eye tracking data is that it measures where a person’s fovea is
pointed during a task. This foveal limitation presents an opportunity to consider what
information is being processed in the peripheral visual field independent of the current
gaze location.
Peripheral Vision Research
Mechanisms underlying peripheral vision are known to help us orient our bodies
in space and physically interact with objects in near physical space via processing in the
parietal lobe (e.g., Kesner & Creem-Regehr, 2012; Burgess, Jeffrey, & O’Keefe, 1999).
Peripheral vision allows us to easily detect motion and contrasting shapes in low light; in
normal light conditions, it directs our attention by impelling eye movements (Luo,
Vargas-Martin, & Peli, 2008). Studies examining near- and mid-peripheral vision are
often interested in topics like reading, static image processing, or egocentric navigation
and grasping tasks (Harvey & Walker, 2014; Leonetti, Puglisi, Siugzdaite, Ferrari, Cerri,
& Borroni, 2015). Studies involving near- and far-peripheral vision often explore topics
related to motion detection and optic flow (Henderson, Gagnon, Bélanger, Tabone, &
Collin, 2010; Turano, Yu, Hao, & Hicks, 2005).
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Visual pathways. Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) conducted some of the first
research studies to functionally separate peripheral and central vision, focusing on the
neural pathways that led to visual cortex. They labeled two main neural pathways the
ventral visual stream and the dorsal visual stream, or the “what” and “where” pathways,
respectively. According to their research, the ventral “what” stream originated in the
fovea, projected through visual cortex to the inferior temporal lobe (IT), and was
associated with identifying objects and discriminating patterns, shape, and form. The
dorsal “where” stream originated in the peripheral retina, projected through visual cortex
to the parietal lobe, and was associated with object spatial locations and object-to-object
spatial relationships. Goodale and Milner (1992) expanded the visual streams model with
a two-streams hypothesis, inspired by observations of patient DF who suffered bilateral
ventral stream damage. The dorsal “where” stream was amended to also be referred to as
the “how” stream as this name reflected how spatial information processing supported
perceptual-motor movements for visually-guided behavior.
However, subsequent neuroscience research has shown that the ventral and dorsal
streams do not function as independently as originally outlined. Current models suggest
the two-streams hypothesis cannot account for perceptual and behavioral data and the
pathways likely function more like an integrated, or network, system (de Haan & Cowey,
2011; McIntosh & Schenk, 2009; van Polanen & Davare, 2015).
Optic flow and motion. The construct of optic flow was defined by Gibson
(1950) as the relationship between an observer and the apparent motion of objects
5

facilitated by the interaction of movement and surfaces and edges in a visual scene – it is
the relative movement across the retina of objects in our surroundings, visible as we
travel through an environment. Optic flow is typically considered a function of peripheral
vision – large-field optical flow – but central vision also is capable of processing motion
that contributes to optic flow (Shi & Nijhawan, 2012). Large-field optical flow and radial
motion information support our postural stability and locomotion, provide depth of field
cues in visual scenes, and help create structure from motion (Blanke, Brooks, Mercier,
Spinelli, Adriani, Lavanchy, Safran, & Landis, 2007; Esch, Zhang, Srinivasan, & Tautz,
2001; Farivar, 2009; Gibson, 1979; Lee, 1980; Stoffregen, Schmuckler, & Gibson, 1987).
For example, optic flow in the mid- and far-periphery helps children who just learning to
stand and walk keep their bodies upright (Lee, 1980).
Both central and peripheral vision are involved in motion detection but there are
differences in the types of motion information that rod and cone type receptors can
process simultaneously. For example, thresholds for heading direction interpreted from
radial flow (moving dots) increase monotonically as light levels decrease but biological
motion (e.g., point-light-walkers, Johannson, 1973) exhibit increased thresholds only at
mesotopic light levels (Billino, Bremmer, & Gegenfurtner, 2008).
Scene gist and scene perception. Many studies have investigated scene gist and
scene perception. Scene gist is the phenomena of glancing at an environment and autoextracting low-level, low spatial frequency information. Scene gist provides a basic
understanding of what the environment is about and what is in it, such as an awareness of
6

people in the scene or an urban scene with buildings and streets. The gist of a scene is
processed very quickly and does not allow extraction of high-acuity details (Aginsky &
Tarr, 2000; Epstein, 2005). For example, Larson and Loschky (2009) found that with
106-millisecond exposures to landscape photographs, people could easily name the type
of environment (forest, beach, urban) without being able to specify details about objects
or layout. However, Koehler and Eckstein (2017) found that when participants fixated on
a scene for 1500 milliseconds, objects related to a defined target influenced performance
more than the scene background. Also, people easily acquired low spatial frequency
environmental information – global image features – about a scene with very short,
millisecond exposures (Oliva & Torralba, 2006).
Scene perception is the process of extracting high-level information from, and
understanding for, a particular environment (Epstein, 2005; Epstein, Higgins, Jablonski,
& Feiler, 2007, Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992). With scene perception, you are able to
identify individual features or details within the scene. Scene perception is the perceptual
and cognitive interaction that results in the knowledge of and ability to interact
successfully with an environment (Henderson & Hollingsworth, 1999). Neural studies
investigating scene perception and scene gist have pinpointed the parahippocampal place
area (PPA) as the structure most active when people are processing a scene as a whole
and not individual objects (Committeri, Galati, Paradis, Pizzamiglio, Berthoz, &
LeBihan, 2004; Epstein, 2005; Epstein, Graham, & Downing, 2003; Epstein et al., 2007;
Henderson, Larson, and Zhu, 2008).
7

Color perception. Although the high density of rod type photoreceptors in the
periphery supports vision in low light, the presence of cones in the periphery allows us to
process information about color (Hansen, Pracejus, & Gegenfurtner, 2009). However,
there is still debate about how far into the periphery color detection is possible; target size
may be a critical factor but color detection has been reported from about 50° to 180°
visual angle (e.g., Noorlander, Koenderink, den Ouden, & Edens, 1983; Mullen, Sakurai,
& Chu, 2005). Color perception in the periphery helps guide our attention to the location
of objects in visual search tasks (Nuthmann & Malcolm, 2016).
The previous sections briefly outlined important areas of research that helped to
inform the theoretical foundation of this study. However, the focus of the present
research will veer in a different direction by examining how peripheral vision might
support spatial knowledge acquisition in a dynamic navigation task.
Spatial Knowledge
Siegel and White (1975) proposed that learning the identities of landmarks
(objects used to aid navigation) in an unfamiliar environment was the first step in a threestage developmental, spatial learning process that culminated in an environment-centered
representation of a space or connected spaces. The second step, according to their model,
was learning the routes between the landmark objects. The third step was accomplished
after repeated exposure to an environment: an environment-centered, or allocentric,
representation that included knowledge about direction and distances between objects.
The environment-centered representation was termed survey or configural spatial
8

knowledge and was considered the most abstract and flexible because it supported
complex navigation and the ability to create navigational shortcuts.
In Siegel and White’s model, configural knowledge was assumed to need
landmark (object) knowledge as the foundation and the model related objects to other
objects solely to define the overall layout of an environment. Objects used as navigation
aids are easily distinguishable from the surrounding landscape and are usually salient and
permanent in their location within an environment (Siegel & White, 1975; Stankiewicz &
Kalia, 2007). In contemporary literature, landmark objects like the ones Siegel and White
defined usually fall into two general categories: global landmarks and local landmarks.
Global landmarks are objects that are large enough to be seen from different and distant
locations within an environment and thus serve as an orientation tool. Local landmarks
appear in near space and help people focus navigation to reach their goal location (Gillner
& Mallot, 1998; Ruddle & Péruch, 2004). For instance, a global landmark could be the
Eiffel Tower in Paris, France. This tall structure is a global landmark because it can be
seen from many parts of city and can help a person navigate generally to a region within
a larger region (“I know the office building I am looking for is near the Eiffel Tower”). A
local landmark could be a red mailbox next to the doorway of the office building. The red
mailbox would help a person navigate to their goal destination (“Come to the office
building with the red mailbox”).
Objects. Broader in scope but including landmark objects, objects as a category
also includes things like trees, cars, and pencils. People can have knowledge about
9

objects because objects themselves have special properties. Objects are physical units that
attract and influence our attention (e.g., inhibition of return, repetition blindness), and
they are perceptually different from holes (Bertamini & Croucher, 2003). Objects adhere
to the Gestalt figure-ground principle and can be independent of structure and spatial
locations (Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Cate & Behrmann, 2006;
Kovács & Julesz, 1993; Moore, Yantis, & Vaughan, 1998; Nelson & Palmer, 2001;
Peterson & Salvagio, 2009; Stankiewicz & Kalia, 2007).
However, unlike Siegel and White (1975), studies show that both object and
configural spatial knowledge can be acquired easily and rapidly even with one visit
through a novel environment (Colle & Reid, 1998, 2000, 2003; Gillner & Mallot, 1998;
O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Wolbers, Weiller, & Büchel, 2004).
Structure. It is less clear how to consider structure in terms of spatial
representations and research directly relevant to this study – distinguishing structure from
objects – is difficult to find. On the one hand, the structure of an environment can be
distinct from objects and object relationships, it is the geometric information about an
enclosed environment, including the walls, corners, hallways, and doors (Cheng, 1986;
O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Wang & Spelke, 2000; Yeap & Jeffries, 2000) and interaction
with this type of spatial information is often indirect (Farivar, 2009; Tommasi,
Chiandetti, Pecchia, Sovrano, & Vallortigara, 2012). However, although it may seem
logical to categorize doors or doorways as objects, doorways seem to have important
structural characteristics. This may be because they are connected to the geometric
10

structure of an environment and are necessary for navigation between spaces of an
enclosed location (e.g., Yeap & Jeffries, 2000).
Geometric structure is valuable because it creates context, supports navigation,
and allows people to easily represent an environment from multiple perspectives,
including egocentric and allocentric (Burgess, 2006; Cheng, 1986; O’Keefe & Nadel,
1978; Lew, 2011; Richardson, Montello, & Hegarty, 1999). Some researchers regard
large permanent landmarks, such as buildings or city skylines, as environmental structure.
The large-scale and simple geometric shape of a building may make it interpretable as
structure and not an object per se. Some studies label terrain features, such as a mountain
or boundary shape of an landscape, as structural in nature (Epstein, 2005; Epstein et al.,
2007; Stankiewicz & Kalia, 2007).
The construct of spatial location also supports distinguishing structure from
objects. Spatial location refers to regions within an environment where an object or
objects may be positioned. Evidence supporting the dissociation of structure from object
comes from studies where patients with right-brain damage are influenced on object
drawing tasks based on the spatial location of the object (Gainotti & Ciaraffa, 2013).
Also, location boundaries can be learned incidentally and therefore may constitute a
separate knowledge category from objects (Doeller & Burgess, 2008).
On the other hand, some research studies do not separate structure from object
and what is meant by structure is ambiguous or only implicitly defined by the tasks (Rolls
& Deco, 2002). In experimental frameworks such as structure-from-motion or form11

from-motion, structure is defined as the ability to perceive and understand objects
through movement within an environment (Blanke et al., 2007; Farivar, 2009). In these
models, geometric context or large-scale environment features are not mentioned or
referenced.
In this study, I make a clear distinction between structure and object. Structure is
defined as the large-scale geometric properties of an enclosed environment, such as
doorways, corners, and walls.
Acquiring Spatial Knowledge
People must experience an environment before they can acquire any spatial
knowledge about structure or objects. They can directly interact with a physical
environment by walking, driving, or otherwise moving through it (Ishikawa & Montello,
2006; Valiquette, McNamara, & Smith, 2003; Waller, Beall, & Loomis, 2004). However,
environmental feedback from motion during self-motion is not necessary for learning
spatial information about an environment. Standing or sitting in a predetermined location
provides enough information to learn about a space (Burgess, Spiers, & Paleologou,
2004; Montello, 1991; Nori, Iachini, & Giusberti, 2004; Rieser, 1989).
People also can acquire spatial information from static and dynamic displays,
including photographs and computer displays. In dynamic displays, simulated movement
through three-dimensional (3D) environments provides changing perspectives from a
moving viewpoint (Belingard & Péruch, 2000; Colle & Reid, 1998, 2000, 2003; Foo,
Warren, Duchon, & Tarr, 2005; Restat, Steck, Mochnatzki, & Mallot, 2004; Rizzardo,
12

2011; Rizzardo, Colle, McGregor, & Wylie, 2013; Ruddle & Péruch, 2004; Sandstrom,
Kaufman, & Huettel, 1998; Shelton & McNamara, 2004a; Sun, Chan, & Campos, 2004;
Waller et al., 2004). Research shows that under certain conditions, configural spatial
knowledge acquired from virtual environments is comparable and not statistically
different from knowledge acquired in a corresponding natural world (Richardson et al.,
1999; Waller et al., 2004).
Measuring Configural Spatial Knowledge
Room effect. In previous research in our laboratory, 3D virtual environments
were comprised of multiple rooms populated with distinctive objects in each room.
Participants navigated through multiple rooms in these virtual environments and their
configural spatial knowledge was measured using both a directional pointing task and a
sketchmap task. We found that configural spatial knowledge for object-to-object
relationships was acquired rapidly after going through the virtual environment once.
Additionally, the spatial knowledge of object-to-object relationships was better when
both objects had been located in the same room compared to when the objects were
located in different rooms. This phenomena is termed the room effect (Colle & Reid,
1998, 2000, 2003; Douglas & Colle, 2005). It should be noted that although the room
effect has heretofore only measured object-to-object relationships, participants in all of
these studies drew sketchmaps that also included the structural components defined for
this study. Additionally, if objects were in different rooms, knowledge of object-to-object
relationships was better when the objects were located in adjacent rooms compared to
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when the objects were located in different rooms but the rooms were separated by at least
one other room. This phenomena is termed the adjacency effect.
As mentioned above, after participants experience an environment, configural
spatial knowledge of an environment can be assessed using two different retrieval tasks,
sketchmap drawing and directional pointing tasks. Sketchmap drawing allows researchers
to visually evaluate a participants’ understanding of spatial relationships within the
experienced environment. Pointing tasks require people to point from one object to
another from memory in response to queries about their locations in the environment. An
example of a query used in our laboratory would be, “You are standing directly in front
of and squarely facing the coffee machine at an arm’s length away from it, point to the
microwave.”
In the spatial cognition literature, sketchmaps are often scored using subjective,
qualitative measures. These measures include an evaluation of goodness, which includes
counting correctly placed, or drawn, features or by comparing route lengths (Coluccia,
Bosco, & Brandimonte, 2007; Gillner & Mallot, 1998; Kitchin, 1996; Waller et al., 2004:
Waller & Haun, 2003). In our laboratory, we use one of two objective, quantitative
measures to score sketchmaps. One measure is a scoring technique that asks the
sketchmap pointing queries. This is an absolute angular error technique that asks the
objects on a sketchmap the same question as a pointing task. A benefit of this technique
is that the sketchmap scores can be directly compared to participant pointing task scores.
Analysis of this method shows that object configural knowledge measured from the
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sketchmap and the pointing task are strongly correlated and suggest robust and
convergent measures (Douglas & Colle, 2010).
The other sketchmap measure we have used more recently is a method to evaluate
the angular error of the sketchmap by finding the (x, y) coordinates of the center of all
objects. The angles between pairs of objects based on the front of an object can be
calculated from these (x, y) coordinates. Subsets of all possible pairs of objects can be
defined and used to compare the drawn sketchmap angles to the actual angles in the
virtual environment. This method also allows the analysis of any subset of angles, such as
looking directly at the room effect, pairs of objects that are located in the same room
(within-room) and pairs of objects located in different rooms (between-room).
Purpose of Study
The distinction of structure in configural spatial knowledge acquisition during
navigation has not been measured directly. Previous studies in our laboratory show that
configural knowledge is easily acquired with one visit through a new environment (Colle
& Reid, 1998, 2000; 2003) but goal-directed behavior in these studies focused on objectobject relationships and did not directly measure the structure of the environment. The
primary focus of this study was to investigate if and how peripheral vision contributes to
or supports spatial knowledge acquisition for structural components during a virtual
navigation task. This was done by having participants view a navigation video through a
virtual 3D environment and subsequently draw a sketchmap from memory. The
aforementioned (x, y) coordinate method was applied to the sketchmaps to measure
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acquired configural knowledge of the structural elements of the environment (doorways
and corners) in addition to measuring object-object relationships.
One insight that led to focusing on the peripheral visual field in this study comes
from eye tracking data that reveals people do not appear to look directly at structural
features during image viewing or navigation (e.g., Yarbus, 1967). Also, structural
components such as doorways and corners are large-scale, geometric features with low
spatial frequency. Yarbus (1967) measured the eye movements of participants while they
viewed an image/painting (see Figure 1). The eye tracking data (white lines and dots)
show that no one looked directly at the room structure but extrapolating from our findings
of rapid spatial knowledge acquisition, participants in the Yarbus study also could have
learned about the structure along with objects in the room.
However, it is also not clear if the entirety of the peripheral visual field is needed
to acquire knowledge of structural components. Is all the periphery involved in acquiring
spatial structure information, or only a subset? As no research to date has evaluated the
acquisition of structural information in the periphery, the present research examined the
peripheral visual field involvement by manipulating what area of the FOV was available
to participants during a video navigation tour through a virtual. This approach allowed us
to compare how different regions of the peripheral visual field contributed to the
acquisition of configural spatial structural knowledge. Manipulating the FOV also
allowed us to explore how object identity and object spatial relationships depended on the
peripheral visual system.
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The main thesis of the research is as follows: If the peripheral visual field is
important for processing structural information such as doorways and corners, then the
structural measures of configural spatial knowledge should exhibit greater absolute
angular error when too much of the periphery is masked. In this study a mask means
using different shapes of black foam core to block portions of the visual field. In contrast
to a peripheral mask, a foveal mask should impair object-to-object measures. Using a
foveal mask also should make it difficult to identify an object when central (foveal)
vision is blocked.
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II.

METHOD

Participants
A total of 120 students from undergraduate psychology courses, 87 females and
33 males, aged 18 to 43 years (M = 20.48, SD = 3.97), participated in the study. The
participants were randomly assigned to one of five mask type groups so that 24
participants were in each groups. The groups differed in the amount of visual field that
was blocked. Participants were required to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision for
acuity and color vision, and normal hearing. English as a first language was required.
Those who had participated in similar studies in our laboratory were not eligible for this
study.
Environment and Equipment
Virtual environment. A four-room plus hallway, L-shaped virtual building was
created using SketchUp™. A plan view map of the environment is shown in Figure 2. All
participants experienced the same environment. The room walls were a beige texture, the
hallway walls were a simulated brick, and the flooring was a gray/beige pattern. A blue
ceiling was occasionally visible. Each of the four rooms contained four objects, grouped
by a category. The room categories were a garage, a living/family room, a bedroom, and
a kitchen (Rooms A, B, C, and D, respectively). Room A objects were a stepladder, a
workbench, a trashcan, and a grill. Room B objects were a fire extinguisher, a couch, a
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chair, and a fireplace. Room C objects were a TV, a bookcase, an aquarium, and a
dresser. Room D objects were a stove, a refrigerator, a barstool, and a clock. All objects
were rendered at a normal size. An alphabetical list of objects can be found in Appendix
A.
Rooms A and C were rectangular and measured 5.49 m x 8.23 m; Room B and D
were square and measured 5.49 m x 5.49 m. All rooms had open 0.91-meter wide
doorways with no door. The doorways on Rooms A and D were centered on the hallway
wall. The doorways on Room B and C were offset. The center of Room B’s doorway was
1.37 m from the wall adjacent to Room A; the center of Room C’s doorway (on the 8.23m wall) was 2.29 m from the wall adjacent to Room D.
Equipment. A small table was placed in front of and butted up to the bottom of a
large display monitor, a Sharp™ PN-G655U 65” (1.65 m) 8-bit LCD monitor with a
pixel resolution of 1920 x 1080 and refresh rate of 60 Hz powered by a Windows 7, 64bit operating system with an Intel® Core ™ i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz. The monitor’s
viewable screen measured 1.44 m x .80 m (120º x 62º of visual angle from the viewing
distance) and was controlled by an AMD Radeon HD 6570 graphics card with a 32-bit
color palette.
Affixed to the front of the small table was a chinrest with a headrest that placed
participants’ viewing distance 56 cm from the center of the monitor. In order to restrict
eye movements during the study, white fixation crosshairs (+) were affixed to the center
of the monitor (directly onto the surface) and at the center of each of the central masks
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(discussed next). The crosshairs had a diameter of 1.3 cm and spanned 1.33º of visual
angle based on the chinrest position. Participants’ eyes, and any potential eye movement,
were monitored for the duration of the video tour to ensure that none of the mask type
groups moved their eyes farther or more often than any other group, which could have
resulted in an increased opportunity to learn about the environment. Shown in the upper
right photo in Figure 3, participants’ eyes were recorded using the Snagit™ capture tool
with a Tecknet C016 HD720P webcam mounted at eye height about 30º of visual angle
on either the left or the right of participants. Left-right webcam placement was
counterbalanced across participants.
Masks. Three, round, central masks and one peripheral mask were used to restrict
participants’ field of view during testing. The masks were created using black foam core
board that was 0.32 cm thick and attached to the monitor surface using removable
adhesive and black straps (peripheral mask). Mask dimensions are summarized in Table
1. The 10º central mask (actual visual angle occlusion of 11º) had a 10.8 cm diameter.
The 35º central mask (actual visual angle occlusion of 37.6º) had a 38.1 cm diameter. The
70º central mask (actual visual angle occlusion of 71.4º) had an 80.33 cm diameter. The
8º peripheral mask (actual visual angle available was 7.3º) measured 1.44 m x .80 m and
had a round, central aperture with a diameter of 7.11 cm.
Figure 3 illustrates the no mask and the three central mask conditions. In Figure
3(a), participants in the no mask group did not have a mask and fixated on the crosshairs
attached directly to the monitor surface. In Figure 3 (b), participants fixated on the center
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of the 10° central mask. Figure 3, (c) and (d), show the 35° and 70° central masks,
respectively.
In Figure 4, the black rectangle shows how the entire monitor field of view was
blocked except a small opening in the center. Participants in the peripheral mask
condition fixated on the crosshairs centered in the opening that were attached directly to
the surface of the monitor.
Navigation video. A virtual tour through the environment was created using the
Snagit™ capture tool. In SketchUp™, the position camera tool was used to place the
virtual view at the red ‘X’, shown in Figure 2, looking down the hallway. The navigation
eye-height was set at 1.3 m. The eye-height was lower than typical eye-height to ensure
all the objects would travel across the center of the monitor. Using the walk tool in
SketchUp™, a virtual walkthrough was created, keeping the speed of navigation at 0.91
m/sec or less. The navigation path visited each room in order and passed by all the
objects in such a way that each object passed across the fixation point and was visible
once to the right and once to the left of the fixation point. The video stopped after
returning to the hallway from Room D. At the beginning and end of the video, a blank,
dark gray screen was displayed for 10 sec. Also, after approximately each 60-second
interval of virtual navigation, a blank, dark gray screen was edited into the video and was
displayed for 8 sec. The total navigation time, not including blank screen interstitials, was
6 min 58 sec.
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Procedure
Calibration and training. Prior to viewing the navigation tour video, all
participants were situated in the chinrest and instructed how to fixate during the video.
First, as shown in Figure 5, participants experienced a calibration phase: while fixating
on a center dot they were directed through a series of deliberate eye movements around
five concentric circles placed at 5º visual angle increments (equally spaced from 5º to
25º). This portion of the training created a baseline by which to judge any eye movements
participants might make during the tour video. Next, with the assigned mask in place,
participants became acclimated to fixating with dynamic movement by experiencing a
90-second, slow speed, first-person video of a car ride through a town. Participants were
instructed to fixate but also pay attention to the environment during the training video.
Subsequently participants were asked to describe what they noticed in the video. This
confirmed that participants could both fixate, pay attention to, and gather environmental
information.
Navigation tour video. Next, participants experienced the navigation tour video
after being tasked to act in the role of someone who was previewing items at an auction
with the intent to go back to the location of some items at a later time. The complete
instructions are available in Appendix Y. Shown in Figure 2, the tour video started in the
hallway outside Room A. Participants began fixation during the 10-second pre-video
blank, gray screen. Then the navigation tour video started and ran for 60 s at which time
another blank, gray screen appeared and the video was paused. The blank screen
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segments were 8 s long and were employed to allow participants a moment to blink,
relax, and look away from the screen. When participants were ready to resume, the video
was restarted during a blank, gray segment. There was a total of 7 blank screen segments:
one 10-second screen before the tour began and six at the end of each 60-second video
segment. The blank screen pauses during the video were purposely not related to any
environmental features. Sometimes the blank screens appeared inside a room and
sometimes in a hallway. This procedure continued until the navigation tour video
concluded in the hallway outside Room D. Similar to the training portion of the study,
participants were subsequently asked to briefly describe the environment out loud to
confirm that they were able to notice information during the tour video even though they
only fixated.
Spatial Knowledge Measures
Sketchpad tablet and program. After the navigation tour video, participants
moved to another table in the testing room to draw a sketchmap of the environment. The
table contained a Monoprice 12 x 9 Graphic Drawing tablet (Tablet PF1209) with total
touchpad surface dimensions of 30 cm x 23.44 cm (1680 x 1024 pixels) of which 27.81
cm x 21.56 cm (1573 x 1021 pixels) were functionally used for participants to sketch on
using a wireless Monoprice Tablet Pen (Model P27). A custom program was created
using the Java software development kit 5.0 to provide sketching tools, display the
participants’ sketches, and to save the participants’ sketchmaps and relevant measures
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and experimental information. Parameters such as trial type, response requirements, and
available functions (as described below) were customizable by the researcher.
The program interface was displayed on the entire screen of the monitor and was
divided into two major sections: a drawing space and a left side toolbar, as shown in
Figure 6. The electronic paper screen usable drawing space was 40.7 cm x 26.5 cm (1573
x 1021 pixels) with a side toolbar measuring 2.6 cm x 26.5 cm (100 x 1021 pixels). The
toolbar width on the Monoprice Drawing Tablet was 2.22 cm (100 pixels).
Drawing on the sketchpad tablet. Participants were asked to use the electronic
sketchpad tablet and program to draw a sketchmap of the environment they experienced
during the navigation tour video. They were required to draw walls, hallways, and
doorways, and to place and label structural components (doorways, corners, hallway) and
all 16 of the room objects on the electronic paper. A full list of structural components and
objects are in Appendix A. The sketchmap program toolbar contained the commands and
information participants used while sketching. As Figure 6 shows, functions used in this
study from top to bottom were Undo, Draw, Erase, Drag, and Paper.
The action commands (Draw, Erase, Undo, Paper) mirror the mechanics of
drawing with pen and paper, and participants were able to add or erase lines as needed.
The Paper command allowed participants to move the electronic paper in any direction to
add more drawing space and this allowed participants to have an unlimited amount of
space for their sketchmaps. They were encouraged to use the Paper command to draw
beyond the initial space to avoid squishing their map. If the participants drew any portion
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of their sketchmap beyond the initial space, they could use the Zoom command to toggle
to a view that zoomed in or out to fit the boundaries of their drawing, allowing them to
see everything they had sketched on the electronic paper but reduced proportionally in
size to fit the screen. Participants had an opportunity to practice drawing and using the
action commands with the sketchpad tablet and program prior to drawing their
environment sketchmap. In sequence, participants used the tablet pen to draw the
structural elements of the environment using the black pen color, making lines on the
electronic paper to create the walls, doorways, and hallway. In order to analyze the
sketchmap, participants had to draw a total of four rooms. If participants drew more or
less than four rooms, they were instructed to change to the green pen color and draw four
rooms.
Structural components. After drawing the lines to create the overall layout of the
environment and prior to adding objects, participants saw a list of structural components
that represented doorways, corners, hallway, and their starting point. They labeled the
layout on the sketchmap by using the Drag command paired with the boxes-remaining
square and the list of structural component names as shown in the inset in Figure 7. To
label a structural component on their sketchmap, participants selected the Drag command
button and then touched the pen to the boxes-remaining square to grab a movable box
and dragged it to the sketchmap area. A number in the boxes-remaining square showed
the number of components (boxes) that still needed to be added to the sketchmap, and
this number reduced by one after each component was placed. Each component box was
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square with sides of 0.95 cm (35 pixels). Participants also used the Drag command to
move structural component names from the list in the sidebar and attach them to
component boxes. When a name label was placed onto one of the structural component
boxes, the label snapped to the middle of the box. Participants labeled their starting point,
each doorway, the hallway, and each corner of all four rooms. Their starting point was
represented by the red ‘X’ in Figure 2. Finally, participants were asked to use the Front
command and mark the side of each doorway component box that faced into a room and
the outside boundary of each room corner component box. They did this by selecting the
Front command and touching the sketchpad pen to any side of a component box.
Participants were able to move boxes and labels, and change the front side of a
component box at any time, up to and until the structural portion of the map was
submitted as done.
Free recall and placement of objects. After the structural portion of the
sketchmap was completed, participants were given a sheet of paper and asked to free
recall the names of all objects they remembered from the navigation tour video. Once the
recall task was complete, participants saw a list of all object names in the toolbar of the
sketchmap program. Shown in Figure 8, to label an object on their sketchmap,
participants chose the Drag command button and then touched the pen to the boxesremaining square to grab a movable box and dragged it to the sketchmap area. As with
the structural components, a number in the square showed the number of objects (boxes)
that still needed to be added to the sketchmap, and this number reduced by one after each
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object was placed. Object boxes were the same size as structural component boxes
(square, sides of 0.95 cm, 35 pixels). Participants used the Drag command to move object
names from the list in the sidebar and attach them to boxes. When the label was placed
onto one of the object boxes, the label snapped to the middle of the box. Finally, once all
objects were placed on the sketchmap, participants used the Front command to indicate
which side of the object box represented the front of the object. Figure 9 shows a
completed sketchmap.
Structure Analyses
Calculating angular error. The overall layout and room arrangement on the
sketchmaps were evaluated by finding the (x, y) coordinates of the center of 20 structural
components (4 doorways and 16 room corners) that were placed on the sketchmap. The
angles between all possible pairs (380 pairs) of the 20 structural components were
calculated from pairs of these (x, y) coordinates using the front of each component and a
perpendicular line to it as a reference for one member of the pair and computing the angle
from the reference line to the center of the other member of the pair, Rij. . For each
element, the angular difference for the response components, Rij, and the angular
difference for the actual target components, Tij, was calculated. The absolute angular
error was the difference between these measurements, computed as shown in Equation 1.

Absolute Angular Error for Object Pair (i,j) = Min[|Rij – Tij|,360 –|Rij – Tij|]
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Eq. (1)

The pairs of 20 structural components form a 20-row by 20-column table with
380 non-diagonal cells. Each cell of the table referred to a pair of structural components
of which there were three pair types: doorway-to-doorway, doorway-to-corner, and
corner-to-corner. For each participant, the mean of the absolute angular errors (Eq. 1) of
these sets of pair types was calculated as the measure of configural spatial knowledge for
each pair type.
Room effect as repeated measures. Mentioned earlier, we have found that
performance on configural spatial knowledge measures depended on which rooms the
object pairs were located (Colle & Reid, 1998, 2000, 2003; Douglas & Colle, 2005).
When objects were in the same room (within-room), mean absolute angular error of these
pairs (Eq. 1) was smaller than when they were in different rooms (between-room). In
other words, within-room configural spatial knowledge was more accurate than betweenroom configural spatial knowledge. This is the room effect. This distinction also referred
to subsets of structural pairs in the 20 x 20 table of angles. Therefore, the room effect
(within-room, between-room) was included as a repeated-measures factor. Additionally,
pairs where components were in adjacent rooms (between-near) produced less mean
absolute angular error than when the components were in separate rooms but separated
by at least one room (between-far). This is the adjacency effect and follow-up analyses
will look directly at the adjacency effect.
Main analyses for structure. The main analyses that compared the three pair
types (doorway-to-doorway, doorway-to-corner, corner-to-corner) were a 5 x 2 mixed
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factorial anova for doorway-to-doorway (because there was only doorway per room,
within-room comparisons were not possible) and 5 x 3 mixed factorial anovas for
doorway-to-corner and corner-to-corner. The analyses were calculated using a betweensubjects factor of mask type (no mask, 10º central, 35º central, 70º central, and 8º
peripheral) and repeated-measures factor of room effect, consisting of between-near and
between-far levels for doorway-doorway, and within-room, between-near, and betweenfar levels for doorway-corner and corner-corner measures.
Step-down analyses. This is first experiment that used visual field masks to
evaluate spatial knowledge acquisition in a virtual environment navigation task. As such,
it was important to separately analyze different combinations of the masks in order to
clearly interpret the data. In addition to the main analyses, follow up anovas were
conducted that: 1) removed the 8º peripheral mask to look only at the no mask and central
masks as a group; and 2) removed the 8º peripheral mask and the 70º central mask to look
only at the no mask and two smaller central mask conditions.
A .05 significance level was used for all comparisons. Greenhouse-Geisser
corrections for violations of sphericity were used for repeated-measure effects and are
reported as, pgg. Uncorrected degrees of freedom are reported, but Greenhouse-Geisser
epsilon, εgg is reported where relevant.
Object Analyses
The configural spatial knowledge of objects – object-to-object relationships – on
the sketchmaps was evaluated by finding the (x, y) coordinates of the center of 16 objects
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that were placed on the sketchmap, as described above for structural components. The
angles between all possible, non-diagonal, pairs (240 pairs) of the 16 objects were
calculated from pairs of these (x, y) coordinates using the front of each component as a
reference line for one member of the pair and computing the angle from the perpendicular
to this reference line to the other member of the pair. Equation 1 was again used to
calculate the absolute value of the angular difference for the angle between a pair of
objects on the sketchmaps.
Main analysis for objects. The main analysis was a 5 x 3 mixed factorial anova
calculated using a between-subjects factor of mask type (no mask, 10º central, 35º
central, 70º central, and 8º peripheral) and repeated-measures factors of within-room,
between-near and between-far.
Step-down analyses. Like the structural analyses, it was important to separately
analyze different combinations of the masks in order to clearly interpret the data. In
addition to the main analyses, follow up anovas were conducted that: 1) removed the 8º
peripheral mask to look only at the no mask and central masks as a group; and 2)
removed the 8º peripheral mask and the 70º central mask to look only at the no mask and
the two smaller central mask conditions.
A .05 significance level was used for all comparisons. Greenhouse-Geisser
corrections for violations of sphericity were used for repeated-measure effects and are
reported as, pgg. Uncorrected degrees of freedom are reported, but Greenhouse-Geisser
epsilon, εgg is reported where relevant.
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Judgments of Sketchmaps. The electronically drawn sketchmaps were
categorized by the overall shape (layout) and room arrangement and χ2 tests of
independence were conducted on these data using the between-subjects factor of mask
type.
Free Recall. Recalled object names were totaled for each participant and percent
correct was calculated. A one-way anova was conducted on these data using the betweensubjects factor of mask type.
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III.

RESULTS

Methodological Control
Eye movement data were reviewed to ensure that any eye movements participants
made during the tour video were noted and judged for distance in visual angle. Two
participants had missing eye movement data and were not included in the analysis of eye
movements but were included in the other analyses. One was missing from the 10º central
mask group, and one was missing from the 35º central mask group. Participants in the 8º
peripheral mask group did not have any measurable eye movements and were not
included in the analysis of eye movements. We estimated that eye movements of less
than 5º could not have provided additional information to the participants in any mask
type group and were excluded from the analysis. The mean number of eye movements
per mask type group are shown in Table 2. A between-subjects anova was conducted for
these data and the main effect of mask type was not significant, F(3, 90) = 1.10, MSE =
8.58, p = 0.35. The anova table can be found in Appendix U.
The webcam position, left or right, was counterbalanced across participants and
analyzed as a methodological control. A 5 x 2 x 3 mixed factorial anova was conducted
to compare camera position, mask type, and room effect. No interactions were significant
and there were no main effects of camera position, F(1, 110) = 2.21, MSE = 837.92, p =
0.14. The full anova table can be found in Appendix V.
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Analyses of Structure
Three structural components and dependent variables were analyzed using either a
5 x 2 or a 5 x 3 mixed factorial anovas with a between-subjects factor of mask type (no
mask, 10° central, 35° central, 70° central, 8° peripheral) and repeated-measures factor of
room effect (between-near, between-far) or (within, between-near, between-far).
Doorway-to-doorway analyses evaluated the mean angular error for the configural
relationship of the four doorways. The doorway-to-doorway analysis excludes the withinroom category because there is only one doorway per room and examines only betweennear and between-far angular error (adjacency effect).
In doorway-to-corner, the analyses evaluated the relationship of each doorway to
the corners opposite each doorway, corners 2 and 3 (Figure 9); corners 1 and 4 were, Rij,
excluded from this analysis because they are on the same wall as the doorway. In cornerto-corner, the analyses evaluate the mean angular error for all corners 1 – 4 relative to
each other both within and between rooms.
Also, where applicable, and to make the discussion of the results easier to follow,
the 70° central and 8° peripheral masks will be referred to collectively as the “peripheralblock” masks because they block a greater amount of (70° round) or completely block (8°
peripheral) peripheral vision. The other three masks (no mask, 10° central, 35° central)
will be referred to collectively as the “peripheral-allow” masks because they allowed
participants to use more or all of their peripheral vision.
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Doorway-to-doorway. Figure 10 shows that absolute angular error means with
the peripheral-block masks were greater than the peripheral-allow masks. There was a
large main effect for mask type, F(4, 115) = 26.49, MSE = 1821.81, p < 0.001. The
adjacency effect also was statistically significant, F(1, 115) = 65.82, MSE = 567.62, p <
0.001. As Figure 10 shows, mean absolute angular error for between-near room
relationships was lower than between-far room relationships. The interaction of
adjacency x mask type was not statistically significant, F(4, 115) = 1.30, MSE = 567.62,
p = 0.27. Mean absolute angular error was 27.69° for participants that had the 10° and
35° central masks which was similar to the mean absolute angular error of 34.07° for
participants in the no mask group. This suggests the participants that had up to 35° of
their peripheral vision blocked – including blocked foveal vision – acquired configural
spatial knowledge that was comparable to the no mask type group. In contrast, mean
absolute angular error for the peripheral-block conditions was 87.21°, which was near the
chance performance level of 90°. The full anova table can be found in Appendix B.
Follow-up mixed factorial anovas were used to evaluate mean angular error
differences among the mask types. First, the 8° peripheral mask was dropped from the
previous anova, comparing only the differences among the 70° central mask and the three
peripheral-allow mask types, where more peripheral vision was available. In a 4 x 2
mixed factorial anova, the main effect for mask type was again statistically significant
and large, F(3, 92) = 21.04, MSE = 1619.80, p < 0.001, reflecting the large difference in
absolute angular error between the 70° central mask and the three peripheral-allow mask
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types. The adjacency effect also was statistically significant, F(1, 92) = 87.67, MSE =
336.11, p < 0.001. Mean absolute angular error for between-far was larger (worse) than
between-near angular error. In this anova the interaction of adjacency x mask type also
was statistically significant, F(3, 92) = 2.92, MSE = 336.11, p = 0.038. The interaction
could have been produced by a ceiling effect on angular error; between-far angular error
for the 70° central mask was close to the chance level of 90° and did not increase as
much as the peripheral-allow mask types, which had much lower overall angular error.
Importantly, there was still a large angular error difference between the 70° central mask
and the peripheral-allow mask types for both between-near and between-far room
comparisons. The full anova table can be found in Appendix C.
An additional follow-up 3 x 2 mixed factorial anova dropped the 70° mask type
from the anova to examine only the mean angular error for the peripheral-allow mask
types (no mask, 10° central, 35° central). Importantly, there was no statistically
significant main effect of mask type, F(2, 69) = 0.60, MSE = 1128.02, p = 0.55. As
expected, the adjacency effect was still statistically significant, F(1, 69) = 115.93, MSE =
249.68, p < 0.001 and the interaction of adjacency x mask type was not, F(2, 69) = 2.21,
MSE = 249.68, p = 0.12. The acquisition of configural spatial knowledge of the structural
components in the virtual environment did not differ among the peripheral-allow mask
types. Importantly, this result implies that configural spatial knowledge acquired with the
10° central and 35° central masks was comparable to configural spatial knowledge
acquired with full vision. The full anova table can be found in Appendix D.
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Finally, a 2 x 2 mixed factorial anova compared only the two peripheral-block
vision mask types (70° central and 8° peripheral). Both had large mean absolute angular
error. There was no main effect of mask type, F(1, 46) = 0.67, MSE = 2862.51, p = 0.42
and there was no interaction of mask type x room effect, F(1, 46) = 0.78, MSE = 1044.53,
p = 0.38. The main effect of adjacency was statistically significant, F(1, 46) = 9.06, MSE
= 1044.53, p < 0.01. These results suggest that foveal vision was not better than a central
mask that covered more than 70º visual angle; these two peripheral-block mask types
were not different statistically. The full anova table can be found in Appendix E.
Doorway-to-corner. Figure 11 shows that mean absolute angular error with the
peripheral-block mask types was greater than the peripheral-allow mask types. The
results for the between-near and between far were similar to those found using the doorto-door measure. In a 5 x 3 mixed factorial anova, there was a large main effect for mask
type, F(4, 115) = 29.03, MSE = 942.57, p < 0.001. The interaction of mask type x room
effect was statistically significant, F(8, 230) = 13.15, MSE = 458.38, εgg = 0.94, pgg <
0.001.
As Figure 11 shows, unlike the between-near and between-far conditions, there
was little or no difference in within-room mean angular error between the peripheralblock mask types and the peripheral-allow mask types. For all five mask types (including
no mask), mean absolute angular error was 11.56º, which is close to the minimum of
zero. The interaction could have been produced by a floor effect for the within-room
angular error, which permitted the peripheral-block mask types to have a greater
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reduction in overall angular error because their between-near and between-far mean
absolute angular error was higher than the peripheral-allow mask types. Alternatively, an
inference could be made that the peripheral-block mask types acquired considerable
configural spatial knowledge of within-room structure and this resulted in the large
decrease in angular error from between-near to within-room. However, it is more likely
that the low within-room means for the peripheral-block mask types is the result of
participants’ use – in part or totally – of non-episodic spatial memory for the concept of a
room structure. This is analogous to verbal/linguistic semantic memory (conceptual
spatial memory) and will be discussed in more detail in the discussion section. Of course,
the room effect was very large and statistically significant, F(2, 230) = 203.15, MSE =
458.38, εgg = 0.94, pgg < 0.001. The adjacency effect, the comparison of between-near
and between-far angular error, also was significant, F(1, 90) = 112.49, MSE = 266.81, p
< 0.001. The full anova table can be found in Appendix F.
Follow-up mixed factorial anovas again were used to evaluate differences among
the mask types. First, the 8° peripheral mask was dropped from the previous anova,
comparing only the mean angular error differences among the 70° central mask and the
three peripheral-allow mask types, where more peripheral vision was available. In a 4 x 3
mixed factorial anova, the main effect for mask type was again statistically significant
and large, F(3, 92) = 20.20, MSE = 908.91, p < 0.001. The room effect also was
statistically significant, mean absolute angular error for between-far was larger (worse)
than between-near angular error and the interaction of mask type x room effect also was
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statistically significant, F(2, 184) = 151.61, MSE = 351.60, εgg = 0.94, pgg < 0.001 and
F(6, 184) = 13.13, MSE = 351.57, εgg = 0.94, pgg < 0.001, respectively. For the four mask
types, within-room mean absolute angular error was 10.68º. As mentioned in the previous
section, the interaction could have been produced by a floor-effect but is more likely the
result of participants’ use – in part or totally – of conceptual spatial memory. The full
anova table can be found in Appendix G.
A follow-up 3 x 3 mixed factorial anova dropped the 70° central mask from the
anova to examine only the mean angular error for the peripheral-allow mask types.
Importantly, there was no statistically significant main effect of mask type, F(2, 69) =
0.50, MSE = 734.75, p = 0.61. As expected, the room effect was still statistically
significant, F(2, 138) = 92.38, MSE = 277.63, εgg = 0.96, pgg < 0.001, but the interaction
of mask type x room effect was not, F(4, 138) = 1.17, MSE = 277.63, εgg = 0.96, pgg =
0.33. Here, the acquisition of configural spatial knowledge of the structural components
in the virtual environment did not differ among the peripheral-allow mask types. The full
anova table can be found in Appendix H.
Finally, a follow-up 2 x 3 mixed factorial anova compared only the two
peripheral-block mask types, which both had large mean absolute angular error. There
was no main effect of mask, F(1, 46) = 1.38, MSE = 1254.30, p = 0.25, but the room
effect was statistically significant, F(2, 92) = 123.91, MSE = 729.51, εgg = 0.87, pgg, <
0.001. There was no interaction of mask type x room effect, F(2, 92) = 0.74, MSE =
729.51, εgg = 0.87, pgg = 0.46. These results suggest that the peripheral-allow mask types
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all acquired substantial configural spatial knowledge and much more than the peripheralblock mask types, which were not different from each other. The full anova table can be
found in Appendix I.
Corner-to-corner. Figure 12 shows that mean absolute angular error for the two
peripheral-block mask types was greater than the three peripheral-allow mask types.
These results, for the between-near and between-far, also were similar to those found
with the doorway-to-doorway and doorway-to-corner measures. In a 5 x 3 mixed factorial
anova there was a large main effect for mask type, F(4, 115) = 27.42, MSE = 928.15, p <
0.001. The interaction of mask x room effect was statistically significant, F(8, 230) =
14.12, MSE = 436.23, εgg = 0.93, pgg < 0.001. As Figure 12 shows, unlike the betweennear and between-far conditions, there was little or no difference in within-room mean
angular error between the peripheral-block mask types and the peripheral-allow mask
types. For all five mask types (including no mask), mean absolute angular error was
6.79º, very close to the minimum of zero. As mentioned in the previous sections, the
interaction could be interpreted as a floor-effect for the within-room angular error
suggesting configural learning occurred, but the interpretation of the low within-room
means for the peripheral-block mask types is more likely the result of participants’ use –
in part or totally – of conceptual spatial memory. Again, this will be considered in more
detail in the discussion section. As with the doorway-to-corner measure, the room effect
was statistically significant, F(2, 230) = 266.76, MSE = 436.23, εgg = 0.93, pgg < 0.001.
The adjacency effect, the comparison of between-near and between-far angular error, also
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was significant, F(1, 90) = 131.67, MSE = 258.82, p < 0.001. The full anova table can be
found in Appendix J.
Follow-up mixed factorial anovas were used to evaluate differences among the
mask types. First, the 8° peripheral mask was dropped from the previous anova,
comparing only the mean angular error differences among the 70° central mask and the
three peripheral-allow mask types, where more peripheral vision was available. In a 4 x 3
mixed factorial anova, the main effect for mask type was again statistically significant
and large, F(3, 92) = 19.93, MSE = 890.51, p < 0.001. The room effect also was
statistically significant, mean absolute angular error for between-far was larger (worse)
than between-near angular error and the interaction of mask type x room effect also was
statistically significant, F(2, 184) = 201.39, MSE = 338.05, εgg = 0.94, pgg < 0.001 and
F(6, 184) = 13.17, MSE = 338.05, εgg = 0.94, pgg < 0.001, respectively. For the four mask
types, within-room mean absolute angular error was 6.53º. As mentioned in the previous
sections, the interpretation that the interaction may have been produced as a result
participants’ use of conceptual spatial memory will be discussed. The full anova table can
be found in Appendix K.
An additional follow-up 3 x 3 mixed factorial anova dropped the 70° central mask
from the anova to examine only the mean angular error for the three peripheral-allow
mask types. Importantly, there was no statistically significant main effect of mask type,
F(2, 69) = 0.31, MSE = 717.50, p = 0.73. As expected, the room effect was still
statistically significant, F(2, 138) = 125.13, MSE = 278.28, εgg = 0.97, pgg < 0.001, but
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the interaction of mask type x room effect was not, F(4, 138) = 1.32, MSE = 278.28, εgg =
0.97, pgg = 0.27. Here, the acquisition of configural spatial knowledge of the structural
components in the virtual environment did not differ among the peripheral-allow mask
types. The full anova table can be found in Appendix L.
Finally, a follow-up 2 x 3 mixed factorial anova compared only the two
peripheral-block mask types, which both had large mean absolute angular error. There
was no main effect of mask, F(1, 46) = 2.20, MSE = 929.93, p = 0.15 but the room effect
was statistically significant, F(2, 92) = 314.23, MSE = 415.0, εgg = 0.98, pgg, < 0.0001.
There was no interaction of mask type x room effect, F(2, 92) = 1.44, MSE = 415.0, εgg =
0.98, pgg = 0.24. These results suggest that the peripheral-allow mask types all acquired
substantial configural spatial knowledge and much more than the peripheral-block mask
types, which were not different from each other. The full anova table can be found in
Appendix M.
Judgments of Sketchmaps
Coding. The 120 electronically drawn sketchmaps were coded for their overall
shape or layout and room arrangement. First, after an initial review of the maps, 11
categories were created. Next, two experimenters independently evaluated each
sketchmap against the 11 categories and were able to assign a category to 113 of the
sketchmaps. The two experimenters then reviewed the remaining 7 maps together and
agreed on a category for five of the maps and assigned the last two maps to a category
named Other. Table 2 describes the category types, how many sketchmaps were assigned
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to each category, and provides a brief description of the category criterion. Of the 120
sketchmaps, 93 (77.5%) were described by four categories with the most sketchmaps –
correct, linear, opposite, and 4-square.
2 x 2 analysis. First, a 2 x 2 χ2 test of independence was conducted on the map
layout data. This analysis separated the mask groups into peripheral-allow and peripheralblock. The layout categories were grouped into correct layouts plus categories considered
near correct, versus all other layout categories. For example, maps in the L-shaped Left
Turn, Mirror, and Linear categories were included as near-correct because they were only
omitted from the correct category by one criterion (e.g., room arrangement slightly
wrong, correct layout but flipped/mirrored).
As Table 4 shows, 81.9% of the sketchmaps drawn by peripheral-allow
participants had correct or near-correct layouts. In contrast, only 10.4% of the
sketchmaps drawn by peripheral-block participants had correct or near-correct layouts.
The 2 x 2 test of independence was statistically significant, χ2(1, N = 120) = 59.20, p <
.0001.
5 x 5 analysis. Additionally, a 5 x 5 χ2 test of independence was conducted on the
main categories (correct, linear, opposite, 4-square) and all other maps. The analysis for
the 5 x 5 test of independence also was statistically significant, χ2(16, N =120) = 71.47, p
< 0.0001. However, as Table 5 shows, 40% of the expected values were less than 5,
which could have inflated the χ2 statistic.
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2 x 2 analysis of 4-square layouts. As described in Table 3, a 4-square map has
an overall shape that is generally square, with a central hallway and two adjacent rooms
on each side of the hallway. Figure 12 shows a drawing of a 4-square layout. Importantly,
Table 5 shows that 66.6% of the sketchmaps in the 8º peripheral mask type group had 4square layouts and Table 6 shows that 48% of the sketchmaps drawn by peripheral-block
participants had 4-square layouts. In contrast, of the sketchmaps drawn by peripheralallow participants, only 2.7% had 4-square layouts. The 2 x 2 test of independence was
statistically significant, χ2(1, N = 120) = 35.58, p < .0001. Similar to the angular error
results for the structural data, the high number of 4-square layouts could be interpreted as
the participants’ use – in part or totally – of conceptual spatial memory for a set of rooms
and a hallway, which will be considered in more detail in the discussion section.
Four-room sketchmaps. As mentioned in the Method section, participants were
asked to draw their sketchmap from memory, using a black pen. If a participant drew
more or less than four rooms, regardless of overall layout, she or he was asked to redraw
the sketchmap using the green pen color.
Table 7 shows that overall, 49.1% of participants drew four rooms on the first
sketchmap first attempt, with most of the correct maps coming from the three peripheralallow mask types. In fact, 67% of participants in each group – no mask, 10° central, and
35° central mask types – drew four rooms on their first attempt. The 2 x 2 test of
independence, Table 8, was statistically significant, χ2 (1, N = 120) = 22.06, p < .0001.
The results show that participants in the peripheral-allow mask type groups were better
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able to remember the correct number of rooms compared to the peripheral-block mask
type groups.
Analyses of Object Spatial Relationships
The main analysis for the object data was a 5 x 3 mixed factorial anova with a
between-subjects factor of mask type (no mask, 10° central, 35° central, 70° central, 8°
peripheral) and repeated-measures factor of room effect (within, between-near, betweenfar). The object analyses evaluated the relationship of each object to each other, using the
front of each object as the reference direction.
Also, where applicable, the 70° central and 8° peripheral masks will be referred to
collectively as the “peripheral-block” masks because they block more (70° central) or
block (8° peripheral) peripheral vision. The other three masks (no mask, 10° central and
35° central masks) will be referred to collectively as the “peripheral-allow” masks
because they allowed participants to use more or all of their peripheral vision. Table 9
shows a summary of the object data angular error means.
Angular error. As Figure 13 shows, the peripheral-block mask types (70º central,
8º peripheral) had overall larger mean absolute angular error compared to the peripheralallow mask types (no mask, 10º central, 35º central), M = 83.74º and 67.73º, respectively.
In a 5 x 3 mixed factorial anova, there was a main effect for mask type, F(4, 115) = 6.83,
MSE = 866.16, p < 0.001. The room effect also was statistically significant, F(2, 230) =
13.17, MSE = 192.52, εgg = 0.96, pgg < 0.001. The mask type x room effect also was
statistically significant, F(8, 230) = 2.92, MSE = 192.52, εgg = 0.96, pgg < 0.01. However,
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the mask type x adjacency effect was not significant, F(4, 115) = 1.20, MSE = 161.15, p
= 0.31. With no adjacency effect in this data set, it is more difficult to interpret the data
compared to the structural measures. The full anova table for these analyses can be found
in Appendix N.
The pattern of results for measures of object-to-object spatial relationships in Figure
13 is substantially different from the patterns for measures of structural spatial
relationships shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12. Conceptual memory is proffered as a
potential explanation for the within-room results in the structural data but the withinroom results for the object data set cannot be supported by that explanation. In the
structural data, the within-room absolute angular error means for doorway-to-corner and
corner-to-corner across all mask types were 11.55º and 6.79º, respectively. As shown in
Figure 13, the comparable within-room angular error means for the object measures were
much larger, 64.13º and 76.3º, broken out by peripheral-allow and peripheral-block mask
types, respectively. In addition, for the between-room (combined between-near and
between-far) conditions, the mean differences in absolute angular error between
peripheral-block mask types and peripheral-allow mask types was substantially larger for
the structural measures than for these object measures. In the corner-to-corner structure
results shown in Figure 12, there was a 50.43º mean angular error difference between
peripheral-block and peripheral-allow (85.03º minus 34.60º). The same mean difference
in the object data was only 17.93º (87.46º minus 69.53º). Table 10 shows both structure
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and objects means by the categories of overall, peripheral-allow, and peripheral-block
mask types.
Follow-up mixed factorial and one-way anovas were used to evaluate differences
among the mask types for the object data. First, the 8° peripheral mask was dropped from
the previous anova, comparing only the mean angular error differences among the 70°
central mask and the three peripheral-allow mask types. In a 4 x 3 mixed factorial anova,
there was a main effect for mask type, F(3, 92) = 5.36, MSE = 1033.07, p < 0.01. The
mask type x room effect also was statistically significant, F(6, 184) = 3.21, MSE =
206.17, εgg = 0.95, pgg < 0.01. As seen in Figure 14, the within-room to between-room
increase was larger for the 70º central mask than for the peripheral-allow mask types, but
the difference between the 70º central mask and the peripheral-allow masks for the
within-room condition was smaller. The room effect also was statistically significant,
F(2, 184) = 13.22, MSE = 206.17, εgg = 0.95, pgg < 0.001. The full anova table can be
found in Appendix O.
A 3 x 3 mixed factorial anova dropped the 70° central mask from the anova to
examine only the mean angular error for the three peripheral-allow mask types.
Importantly, there was no statistically significant main effect of mask type, F(2, 69) =
0.59, MSE = 1249.68, εgg = 0.99, pgg = 0.56, and no interaction of mask type x room
effect, F(4, 138) = 1.61, MSE = 198.91, εgg = 0.99, pgg = 0.18. The room effect was
significant, F(2, 138) = 4.86, MSE = 198.91, εgg = 0.99, pgg < 0.01. The full anova table
can be found in Appendix P.
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A 2 x 2 mixed factorial anova also was conducted to compare only the two
peripheral-block mask types. Both the 70º central and 8º peripheral masks had large mean
absolute angular error, 86.50º and 84.46º, respectively. There was no main effect of
mask, F(1, 46) = 0.26, MSE = 290.89, p = 0.61. Unlike the structure measures, the
interaction of mask type x room effect was statistically significant, F(2, 92) = 6.50, MSE
= 182.93, εgg = 0.87, pgg < 0.01. The within- to between-near increase in angular error for
the 70º central mask was larger than the 8º peripheral mask, 18.95º and 3.42º,
respectively. The within-room angular error for the 8º peripheral mask condition was not
reduced as much as it was for the 70º central mask condition. The room effect also was
statistically significant, F(2, 92) = 10.87, MSE = 182.93, εgg = 0.87, pgg < 0.001. The full
anova table can be found in Appendix Q.
A 5 x 2 mixed factorial anova was conducted to compare the adjacency effect –
the between-near and between-far measures – for all five mask types. The main effect of
mask type was statistically significant, F(4, 115) = 7.95, MSE = 668.97, p < 0.001. The
between-room mean absolute angular error for the peripheral-allow mask types was
69.52º compared to 87.46º for the peripheral-block mask types. Both the interaction of
mask type x adjacency, F(4, 115) = 1.20, MSE = 161.15, p = 0.31, and the main effect of
adjacency, were not statistically significant, F(1, 115) = 2.03, MSE = 161.15, p = 0.16.
The full anova table can be found in Appendix R.
Finally, two one-way anovas were conducted to look only at the within-room
measures for the different mask types. The first one-way anova looked at all five mask
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types and was statistically significant, F(4, 115) = 3.65, MSE = 421.08, p < 0.01. The
within-room mean angular error for the 8º peripheral mask was 81.25º compared to an
average mean angular error of 65.93º for the other four mask types. Subsequently, the 8º
peripheral mask was removed and a one-way anova was conducted on the remaining
mask types. The effect of mask type was not statistically significant, F(3, 92) = 1.12,
MSE = 489.75, p = 0.35. Both anova tables can be found in Appendix S.
Based on the one-way anovas for the within-room object data, it appears
participants with mask types with some peripheral vision available were able to acquire
more information about object relationships compared to participants with the 8º
peripheral mask.
Free recall. As Figure 15 shows, more object names were recalled in the mask
type conditions where any peripheral vision was available (no mask, 10º central, 35º
central, and 70º central) than in the 8º peripheral mask type (M = 10.1 and 3.88,
respectively). A one-way anova conducted for all mask types on the free recall data was
statistically significant, F(4, 115) = 26.84, MSE = 7.16, p < 0.001. Even with more than
70º visual angle blocked, participants recalled 60.7% of the 16 object names. However, it
is possible that participants in the 8º peripheral mask group were not able to process
enough information about the objects to identify them. A follow-up one-way anova that
dropped the 8º peripheral mask was not statistically significant, F(3, 92) = 1.41, MSE =
7.83, p = 0.24. Interestingly, these results suggest that performance in the 70º central
mask group was as good as the peripheral-allow mask types (no mask, 10º central, 35º
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central); participants were able to identify objects beyond 70º visual angle even though
they lost information about structural component relationships. Free recall anova tables
can be found in Appendix T.
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IV.

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the role of the peripheral visual field in processes
related to configural spatial knowledge acquisition. All the measures agreed that
participants were able to easily acquire configural spatial knowledge of the layout and
room arrangement with no central (foveal) vision and up to about 35° visual angle of
central peripheral FOV blocked. In contrast, when the central 70° visual angle of
peripheral FOV was blocked, configural spatial knowledge acquisition significantly
decreased. Interestingly, when 70° of visual angle was blocked—along with foveal
vision—identification of objects (free recall naming) was as good as when no vision was
blocked. In contrast, both configural spatial knowledge acquisition and object
identification was impaired when only foveal vision was available. Unlike the structural
information about the environment, measures of configural spatial knowledge between
pairs of objects showed that participants had difficulty acquiring knowledge of object-toobject spatial relationships in all conditions.
Between-Room Spatial Knowledge
The results were similar for all the mask type groups for the between-near and
between-far data. Configural spatial knowledge for door-to-door, door-to-corner, cornerto-corner structural measures and the object-to-object measures had larger absolute
angular error in the 70° central mask and the 8° peripheral mask types compared to the no
mask, 10° central, the 35° central mask groups. Blocking some of the periphery did not
impair the ability to acquire between-room spatial knowledge, the 10° central and the 35°
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central mask groups were as good as the no mask group. However, the adjacency effect
was significant in the structural data but was not significant in the object data.
Two different approaches to blocking the periphery resulted in poor betweenroom configural spatial knowledge acquisition for both structural layout and room
arrangement and object-to-object relationships. The 70° central mask blocked the field of
view out to 71.6° of visual angle and the 8° peripheral mask allowed only central vision.
Between-room performance for acquiring structural and object configural spatial
knowledge was poor in both of these groups. Importantly, the results suggest that central
vision was not critical, or necessary, for acquiring spatial knowledge about an
environment.
Other studies provide some support for the periphery’s role in both structural and
object information processing. Kalia, Legge, and Giudice (2008) found that older
participants (50 – 70 years) and participants with low vision (both having peripheral
deficits) required more non-geometric information to learn the layout of both a realistic
virtual building environment and a real building environment. Researchers also found
that deficits in visual spatial attention for the left and right visual field may increase the
risk of falls for older adults (Nagamatsu, Liu-Ambrose, Carolan, & Handy, 2009; Patino,
McKean-Cowdin, Azen, Allison, Choudhury, & Varma, 2009).
Within-Room Spatial Knowledge
Structure. The within-room results for all the mask conditions differed from
between-room measures in the doorway-to-corner and corner-to-corner structural data.
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Participants easily demonstrated within-room knowledge of structural component
relationships, even in the two peripheral-block groups. The within-room means for the
doorway-corner and corner-corner in the peripheral-block mask group were close to the
data floor of zero, 13.1° and 7.6°, respectively.
Spatial conceptual memory for a room. However, this within-room knowledge
may have come from pre-existing knowledge of room structure and not just from
knowledge acquired from participants’ direct experience with the virtual environment in
this experiment. Thus, the good within-room performance may be related to participants
drawing each room as a prototypical rectangular room with one doorway. These
preconceptions could have been generated by a spatial conceptual memory system, in
which rooms are represented as rectangular with a doorway on one wall. This type of
memory is analogous to semantic memory (Tulving, 1972), or having a schema for a
particular concept, such as a room having four walls and a doorway. Alternatively, it is
possible that participants learned enough specific information about the room shape from
the sample map shown during the sketchmap drawing instructions to explain the results
and used that information to draw their sketchmaps. For example, Figure 16 shows a
sample map from the instruction phase – two prototypical rooms with four walls and a
doorway centered on one wall. The rooms in the virtual environment also were
rectangular with one doorway. Participants saw and interacted with the sample map prior
to the tour video and drawing the environment from memory (see Appendix W for the
instructions regarding the practice map).
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Spatial conceptual memory for map layout and room arrangement. As
mentioned above, it is unlikely the participants’ good performance for the within-room
structural data was due exclusively to gathering room layout information from the tour
video given that participants in the peripheral-block mask group could not experience
much of the structure. This also applies to the participants’ overall map and room
arrangement of the sketchmap. Just knowing that they were in a building may have
produced the map room shapes and room arrangements because of spatial conceptual
memory. Here however, the alternative explanation of taking room arrangement
information from the sample map is not useful or likely.
In order to evaluate the sample map bias for room layout and spatial conceptual
memory explanations for both room layout and room arrangement, a follow up
experiment was conducted with 30 participants who were randomly assigned to one of
two conditions: 1) 15 participants assigned to a Map Instructions Only (IO) condition –
participants were instructed to draw a 2D map with four rooms and one hallway in a
building; and 2) 15 participants assigned to a Map Instructions Plus Sample Map (ISM)
condition – participants were given the same instructions as the Map Instructions Only
condition (IO), but they were also shown the same sample map that participants saw in
the original experiment (Figure 16). None of these participants experienced the building
that they sketched.
The instructional sample map bias explanation was analyzed using a χ2 test of
independence. Table 11 shows that 86.6% of participants drew the map in the shape of
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the 4-square category, as show in Figure 12, regardless of whether or not they were
shown a sample map during the instructions. In fact, the cell totals for each group were
identical; the 2 x 2 test of independence, shown in Table 12, was not statistically
significant, χ2(1, N = 30) = 0.0, p > .05. These results suggest that showing a sample map
with typical rooms did not bias the way participants sketched maps without direct
knowledge of an environment.
The results of the 2 x 2 test of independence are more consistent with the
explanation that participants seem to have a preconceived idea about what four rooms
and a hallway look like, just based on knowing that they were in a building. Overall, 26
of the 30 participants sketched a 4-square layout. Importantly, a χ2 goodness of fit test
(preference test) was conducted to evaluate if the 4-square layout was, in fact, the
preferred layout in memory based on the marginal from Table 13. The data show that
preference for sketching the four-square layout was statistically significant, χ2(1, N = 30)
= 16.13, p < .0001. Note that in the 4-square layout, not only is each doorway opposite
another, but the rooms are rectangular with a doorway on one wall, just like the withinroom sketches. Interestingly, this use of spatial conceptual memory for a room layout and
room arrangement is a new finding and suggests a new line of research.
Objects. Unlike the good within-room performance for the structure data, it was
more difficult for participants to acquire knowledge of object-to-object spatial
relationships in all conditions. This is in line with the explanation given in the previous
paragraph: participants may have a mental model of the structural layout of a room but
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not spatial conceptual memory for object-to-object relationships. In fact, the objects in
the rooms violated a potential spatial object placement conceptual memory. In most
rooms in the real world objects are against a wall facing out or with predictable facing
arrangements. Some of the objects in this virtual environment were in the center of the
room and they oriented in random directions. However, object-to-object angular error in
the 70° mask group (one of the two peripheral-block mask groups) was as good as the
three peripheral-allow mask groups. In contrast, the 8° peripheral mask group, the other
peripheral-block condition, had larger angular error than the other four. The effect is
surprising given the findings in the structural data but does mirror the free recall data
where the 70° mask group recalled 60.1% compared to the 24.3% for the 8° peripheral
mask group. Importantly, these data are consistent with the implications of the central
masks that foveal vision was not critical, or necessary, for acquiring spatial knowledge
about objects in an environment.
Limitations
A major limitation to this study is the comparison of the 8° peripheral mask to the
other, central mask groups. The 8° peripheral mask blocked everything except the small,
round, aperture in the center. It was impossible to view any other parts of the virtual
environment except a horizontal band in the center. Of course, the navigational path by
each object ensured that at least some of each object crossed the center viewpoint twice.
Even so, some of the larger objects could not be identified even with two views (visible
once to the left and once to the right of the fixation point). Two pieces of data suggest
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that participants had difficulty identifying objects with the 8° peripheral mask. First, free
recall performance was considerably worse for the 8° peripheral mask compared to the
other mask type groups and the no mask group. Second, the within-room angular error
data for objects-to-object relationships suggested that the 8° peripheral mask group had
greater within-room angular error than the 70° central mask group, which also could have
been the result of having more difficulty in identifying the objects. Thus, the differences
between object spatial relationships and structural ones may not be due to the inherent
differences between objects and structure, but because of not being able to see objects
well enough to identify them. It should be noted that no measures of the ability to identify
structural components were obtained. Finally, differences between structure and objects
may have been affected by the extent to which spatial conceptual memory was able to
assist performance. Because the 8° peripheral mask type group was so different from the
others it is difficult to draw conclusions about performance differences, especially the
comparison to the 70° central mask type. However, it also should be noted that the
stimuli of a room itself leads to a limitation. There is a natural constraint on the angular
error for within-room for the structural data. Participants have a lot of options for where
they place an object but once a four-wall room is drawn there are only four points where
a corner can go.
Another limitation is interpreting object identification in the periphery. Clearly
participants came away with some knowledge of what the objects were and even what
color they were. However, the spatial frequency content was not measured for any
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objects and many of the objects were large. Given that the perceptible spatial frequencies
vary systematically with retinal location (fewer high frequencies are detected as images
are moved away from the fovea), the results may be different if spatial frequency, size,
familiarity, and detail of any given object is manipulated.
Another limitation of this study is the nature of the stimuli itself. Finally,
participants in this study, while fixating on the center point, were not asked to engage in
any secondary tasks that could interfere with their attention. In a real-world situation, the
peripheral visual field may not be able to process as much information about structure
because central vision, vis-à-vis the person, may be using attentional resources for other
activities. In addition, a control group in which participants had no mask and did not have
to fixate was not used. So, the impact of fixation per se could not be assessed. The
relatively large within-room angular error for the no mask group compared with withinroom angular error with free viewing in other experiments in our laboratory suggests that
the effects of fixation alone should be investigated.
Future studies
The findings of this study pave the way for research to further understand the
nature of configural spatial knowledge being processed by the peripheral visual field
during navigation, including the distinction between structure and objects. It would be
beneficial to have a procedure where participants can have their visual field blocked
without having to fixate on a central point, such as a roaming mask that follows where
their foveal vision is located. This would reduce some of the control in the present study
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but would be more realistic in terms of where people look/explore when they navigate
through an environment.
Exploring specific areas of the peripheral visual field would help researchers
understand where tradeoffs may be taking place. For example, our findings show that
somewhere between 35º and 70º of visual angle the performance for structural spatial
knowledge tasks decreases (greater angular error). Further, and narrower, examination of
this region may help pinpoint more precisely where this decrement happens and perhaps
other phenomena that may be occurring here.
Also, varying the size and shape of the masks might confirm differences between
structural knowledge and object knowledge acquisition. All of our masks were round or
included round apertures. Since corners are vertical lines that can span a significant
portion of the visual field, using narrow, vertical masks could further inform the results in
this study.
Finally, varying the environments that participants explore would be useful in
teasing out some of the conceptual memory explanations. Different results could be
found if rooms have more than five walls, or are circular instead of square or rectangular.
Multiple doorways could also influence how easily participant learn about a space.
Conclusion
Despite the issues of prior knowledge/conceptual memory and the 8º peripheral
mask, we still see an important effect of learning spatial knowledge when the fovea is
blocked. Although the structure versus object differences may be difficult to characterize,
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the importance of the periphery for spatial knowledge acquisition in general is clearer.
The results reported in this study show that peripheral vision plays an important role in
the acquisition of and memory for configural spatial knowledge of an environment.
Comparing the central masks to the no mask condition showed that smaller central masks
that covered all of the fovea seemed to be sufficient for processing spatial information
about structural components and gathering information about objects. It also was found
that a larger central mask reduced this spatial knowledge acquisition (increased angular
error). Thus, regions of the periphery appear to be critical for configural spatial
knowledge acquired from navigation.
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Figure 1. A photo used in one of Yarbus’ eye tracking studies. The left side shows the
image participants viewed; the white dots represent fixation point and the white lines
represent eye movements (saccades).
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Figure 2. Layout of the L-shaped virtual environment. The red “X” and blue dotted line
represent the navigation starting in the hallway outside Room A through to Room D.
Participants finished in the hallway outside Room D.
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Figure 3. (a) Example of the virtual environment showing Room A objects trashcan and
grill and the fixation crosshairs for the no mask condition. (b) Illustration of what
participant would see in the 10° central mask condition; (c) and (d) illustrate the 35° and
70° central masks.
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Figure 4. The black rectangle illustrates the 8º peripheral mask (8º central aperture) and
what participants would see. Crosshairs are centered in the opening. The mask is slightly
offset to show the virtual environment behind it but participants only saw the peripheral
mask and aperture.
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Figure 5. Calibration circles used to baseline eye movements for each participant. From
with the center dot, each concentric circle was 5° visual angle subtended on the retina.
The calibration phase was recorded for reference.
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Text (above):
Draw the walls and room and hallways and doorways
Do not place the last box or label marked EXP1
User the PAPER, DRAW, UNDO, and ERASE commands as needed

Figure 6. MapPointer program screenshot showing the drawing area (right) and the
action commands in the left sidebar (inset). The green text at the top of the drawing space
is repeated in the gray text box for easier reading.
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Text (above):
Next label the rooms and doorways and hallways
Lebel the doorways in the order you visited each room
Mark each corner and use FRONT to indicat back walls and doorway walls
Do not place the last box or label marked EXP2

Figure 7. MapPointer screenshot showing the structural component list and boxesremaining in the left sidebar (inset). The green text at the top of the drawing space is
repeated in the gray text box for easier reading.
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Text (above):
Next add the objects and indicate the front of each object
Do not use the last box or label marked COMP

Figure 8. MapPointer screenshot showing the object names and boxes-remaining in the
left sidebar (inset). The structural components have already been placed on the
sketchmap. The green text at the top of the drawing space is repeated in the gray text box
for easier reading.
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ROOM A ENLARGED

Figure 9. Completed sketchmap. The inset shows more clearly how the structure and
object were placed and labeled. The red lines are the indicated FRONT of each
component.
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Doorway-to-Doorway Structural Data
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Figure 10. Mean absolute angular error for doorway-to-doorway measures for all mask
types.
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Doorway-to-Corner Structural Data

Mean angular Error (degrees)
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Figure 11. Mean absolute angular error for doorway-to-corner measures for all mask
types.
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Corner-to-Corner Structural Data

Mean angular Error (degrees)
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Figure 12. Mean absolute angular error for corner-to-corner measures for all mask types.
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Object Data

Mean angular Error (degrees)
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Figure 13. Mean angular error for object measures for all mask types.
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Object Data without 8º Peripheral Mask
Mean angular Error (degrees)
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Figure 14. Mean angular error for the object measures without the 8º peripheral mask
type.
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Free Recall of Object Names

Mean Number Recalled
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Figure 15. Mean objects names recalled by mask type in the free recall task. Maximum
was 16.
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Figure 16. Sample sketchmap participants copied during the practice phase of the
experiment.
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Table 1
Mask dimensions and visual angle calculations
Mask Name
No Mask

Mask Dimensions
(radius)

Visual Angle
(degrees)

Not Applicable

104.3°

available

10° Central

5.4 cm

11.0°

blocked

35° Central

19.1 cm

37.6°

blocked

70° Central

40.2 cm

71.4°

blocked

8° Peripheral

3.6 cm

7.3°

available

Note. Mask name represents the approximate degree of visual angle available
or blocked. Exact degrees of visual angle are shown in column 3.

Table 1. Mask dimensions and visual angle calculations.
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Table 2
Mean number of eye movements by
mask type
Mask Type

Overall

> 5°

No Mask

3.5

1.6

10° Central

2.9

1.5

35° Central

2.7

1

70° Central

2.1

0.7

Note. Overall is the mean of all eye
movements per mask type group.
> 5° is the mean of eye movements
judged to be greater than 5 degrees.

Table 2. Mean number of eye movements by mask type
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Table 3
Categories, frequencies, and descriptions of sketchmaps
Category

Frequency

Description

Correct

28

Layout and room arrangement are correct

L-shaped Left Turn*

5

Layout has one turn toward the left; room arrangement was not correct

L-shaped Right Turn

1

Layout has one turn toward the right; room arrangement was not
correct

Mirror*

2

Layout and room arrangement are correct but are flipped to the right

Linear*

24

All four rooms are adjacent and in a line to the left of a hallway

Opposite

16

Rooms are not adjacent and are positioned on both sides of a central
hallway

Atrium

5

Rooms are scattered around a central space

Cluster

3

Rooms are clumped together with a hallway surrounding them

Meandering

9

The hallway has multiple turns or runs through a room and the layout
has no discernible shape

4-square

25

There is a central hallway with two rooms on each side; the rooms are
adjacent and the resulting overall shape is square

Other

2

The map does not fit into any defined category

TOTAL

120

* Map categories that were considered near correct and included in the 2 x 2 χ2 test of independence

Table 3. Categories, frequencies, and descriptions of sketchmaps
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Table 4
χ2 a test of independence table for correct and incorrect sketchmaps
Mask Type

Correct and
Near Correct

All Others

Σ

Peripheral-allow

59 (38.4)

13 (33.6)

72

Peripheral-block

5 (25.6)

43 (22.4)

48

Σ

64

56

120

Note. Parentheses indicate expected cell values.

Table 4. Chi-squared test of independence for correct and incorrect sketchmaps
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Table 5
Χ2 5 x 5 contingency table for the main and all other sketchmap categories
Mask Type
Peripheral-allow

Peripheral-block

Σ

Mask Name

Correct
(5.60)

Linear
(4.80)

Opposite
(3.20)

4-Square
(5.00)

All Others
(5.40)

Σ

No Mask

7 [.29]

9 [.38]

4 [.17]

0 [.00]

4 [.17]*

24

10° Central

10 [.42]

5 [.21]

1 [.04]

1 [.04]

7 [.29]*

24

35° Central

9 [.38]

8 [.33]

1 [.04]

1 [.04]

5 [.21]*

24

70° Central

2 [.08]

1 [.04]

7 [.29]

7 [.29]

7 [.29]*

24

8° Peripheral

0 [.00]

1 [.04]

3 [.13]

16 [.67]

4 [.17]

24

38

24

16

25

27

120

Note. Parentheses indicate expected cell values. Brackets represent proportion of the total maps in each mask group/category.
*Two No Mask, three 10° Central, one 35° Central, and one 70° Central from the all other category were included in the Correct/Near Correct
category for the 2 x 2 test of independence.

Table 5. Chi-squared 5 x 5 contingency table for the main and all other sketchmap
categories
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Table 6
χ2 a test of independence table for 4-square and all other sketchmaps
Mask Type

4-Square

All Others

Σ

Peripheral-allow

2 (15)

70 (57)

72

Peripheral-block

23 (10)

25 (38)

48

Σ

25

95

120

Note. Parentheses indicate expected cell values.

Table 6. Chi-squared test of independence for 4-square and all other sketchmaps
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Table 7
Correct room number (4) drawn first by
mask type groups
Mask Name

Correct
(4)

Not Correct
(</> 4)

No Mask

16

8

10° Central

16

8

35° Central

16

8

70° Central

6

18

8° Peripheral

5

19

Σ

57

63

Table 7. Correct room number (4) drawn first by mask type groups
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Table 8
χ2 a test of independence table for correct number of rooms drawn
Mask Type

4 Rooms

All Others

Σ

Peripheral-allow

48 (35.4)

24 (36.6)

72

Peripheral-block

11 (23.6)

37 (38)

48

Σ

59

61

120

Note. Parentheses indicate expected cell values.

Table 8. Chi-squared test of independence for correct number of rooms drawn
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Table 9
Absolute angular error means for object data.
Room Judgments
Means Group

Within-Room

Between-Near

Between-Far

M

Overall

70.22º

77.87º

75.66º

74.58º

Peripheral-allow

64.13º

71.45º

67.60º

67.73º

Peripheral-block

76.30º

87.49º

87.42º

83.74º

No Mask

68.25º

70.81º

66.94º

68.67º

10º Central

63.43º

78.05º

69.59º

70.36º

35º Central

60.71º

65.50º

66.28º

64.16º

70º Central

71.35º

90.30º

91.74º

84.46º

8º Peripheral

81.25º

84.67º

83.09º

83.00º

Note. M = the overall average of the Means Group. Overall and mask groups are not bolded; individual
mask types are bolded.

Table 9. Absolute angular error means for object data
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Table 10
Absolute angular error means for structure and object data.
Room Judgments
Data Type
Structure

Analysis

Within-Room

Between-Near

Between-Far

Doorway-Doorway
Overall

.

40.30º

86.15º

Peripheral-allow

.

15.64º

43.97º

Peripheral-block

.

77.29º

97.14º

Overall

11.55º

40.26º

67.26º

Peripheral-allow

10.51º

19.56º

46.77º

Peripheral-block

13.13º

71.30º

98.0º

Overall

6.79º

40.56º

68.99º

Peripheral-allow

6.26º

19.82º

49.29º

Peripheral-block

7.58º

71.52º

98.54º

Overall

70.22º

77.87º

75.66º

Peripheral-allow

64.13º

71.45º

67.60º

Peripheral-block

76.30º

87.49º

87.42º

Doorway-Corner

Corner-Corner

Object

Object-based judgments

Table 10. Absolute angular error means for structural and object data
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Table 11
Number of sketchmaps drawn as a 4-Square shape
or Other shape
Group

4-Square

Other

IO Instructions Only

13

2

ISM Instructions + Map

13

2

Σ

26

4

Table 11. Number of sketchmaps drawn as a 4-square shape or other shape
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Table 12
χ2 a test of independence table for sketching a 4-square room arrangement
Group

4-Square

Other

Σ

IO Instructions Only

13 (13)

2 (2)

15

ISM Instructions + Map

13 (13)

2 (2)

15

Σ

26

4

30

Note. Parentheses indicate expected cell values.

Table 12. Chi-squared test of independence for sketching a 4-square room arrangement
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Table 13
χ2 a test of goodness of fit (preference test) for sketching a 4-square room
arrangement
Group

4-Square

Other

Expected

15

15

Observed

26

4

8.0666

8.0666

16.1333

Note. Parentheses indicate expected cell values.

Table 13. Chi-squared preference test for sketching a 4-square room arrangement.
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Appendix A
List of structural components and objects that participants labeled on the sketchmaps.
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Appendix B

5 (mask type) x 2 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Doorway for
the Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

193,004.80

4

48,251.20

209,509.10

115

1,821.82

Room Effect (R)

37,362.32

1

37,362.32

Mask x Room Effect (E)

2,956.20

4

739.05

2,956.20

4

739.05

65,276.03

115

567.62

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (F)

Mask Type

S(F) Error

26.49

<.0001

65.82

<.0001

1.30

0.27

Within Subjects

FxE
S(F) x E Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix C

4 (mask type) x 2 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Doorway for
the Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

102,258.26

3

34,086.09

149,021.56

92

1,619.80

Room Effect (R)

29,465.69

1

29,465.69

Mask x Room Effect (E)

2,948.62

3

982.87

2,948.62

3

982.87

30,922.02

92

336.11

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (F)

Mask Type

S(F) Error

21.04

<.0001

87.67

<.0001

2.92

0.038

Within Subjects

FxE
S(F) x E Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix D

3 (mask type) x 2 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Doorway for
the Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

1,363.50

2

681.74

77,833.50

69

1,128.02

Room Effect (R)

28,945.84

1

28,945.84

Mask x Room Effect (E)

1,103.65

2

551.83

1,103.65

2

551.83

17,227.87

69

249.68

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (F)

Mask Type

S(F) Error

0.60

0.55

115.93

<.0001

2.21

0.12

Within Subjects

FxE
S(F) x E Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix E

2 (mask type) x 2 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Doorway for
the Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
1,904.35

1

1,904.35

131,675.61

46

2.862.51

Room Effect (R)

9.457.94

1

9,457.94

Mask x Room Effect (E)

811.09

1

811.09

811.09

1

811.09

48,048.15

46

1,044.53

Mask (F)

Mask Type

S(F) Error

0.67

0.42

9.06

0.004

0.78

0.38

Within Subjects

FxE
S(F) x E Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Repeated measures effects with two or more degrees of freedom are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix F

5 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

109,453.87

4

27,363.47

108,395.52

115

942.57

Room Effect (R)

186,241.10

2

93,120.55

Mask x Room Effect

48,213.43

8

6,026.68

48,213.43

8

6,026.68

105,428.11

230

458.38

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

29.03

<.0001

203.15

<.0001

13.15

<.0001

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.94. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix G

4 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
55,101.74

3

18,367.25

83,619.22

92

908.90

Room Effect (R)

106,613.26

2

53,306.63

Mask x Room Effect

27,706.51

6

4,617.75

27,706.51

6

4,617.75

64,693.74

184

351.596

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

20.21

<.0001

151.61

<.0001

13.13

<.0001

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.94. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix H

3 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

732.57

2

366.28

50,697.77

69

734.75

Room Effect (R)

51.297.37

2

25,648.68

Mask x Room Effect

1,297.94

4

324.48

1,297.94

4

324.48

38,313.41

138

277.63

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

0.50

0.61

92.38

<.0001

1.17

0.33

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.94. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix I

2 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Doorway-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
1,724.05

1

1,724.05

57,697.75

46

1,254.30

Room Effect (R)

180,785.49

2

90,392.74

Mask x Room Effect

1,073.75

2

536.87

1,073.75

2

536.87

67,144.71

92

729.51

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

1.38

0.247

123.91

<.0001

0.74

0.464

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.87. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix J

5 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Corner-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

101,780.70

4

25,445.17

106,737.45

115

928.15

Room Effect (R)

232,751.25

2

116,375.63

Mask x Room Effect

49,283.50

8

6,160.44

49,283.50

8

6,160.44

100,333.27

230

436.23

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

27.42

<.0001

266.78

<.0001

14.12

<.0001

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.93. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix K

4 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Corner-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
53,239.18

3

17.746.39

81,927.00

92

890.51

Room Effect (R)

136,160.14

2

68,080.07

Mask x Room Effect

26,719.24

6

4,453.21

26,719.24

6

4,453.21

62,200.98

184

338.05

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

19.93

<.0001

201.39

<.0001

13.17

<.0001

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.94. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix L

3 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Corner-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

451.12

2

225.56

49,505.36

69

717.47

Room Effect (R)

69,640.73

2

34,820.36

Mask x Room Effect

1,464.43

4

366.11

1,464.43

4

366.11

38,402.67

138

278.28

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

0.31

0.73

125.13

<.0001

1.32

0.27

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.97. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix M

2 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Corner-to-Corner for the
Structural Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
2,043.20

1

2,043.20

42,776.74

46

929.93

Room Effect (R)

260,809.47

2

130,404.74

Mask x Room Effect

1,192.06

2

596.03

1,192.06

2

596.03

38,180.08

92

415.00

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

2.20

0.15

314.23

<.0001

1.44

0.24

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.98. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix N

5 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Object-to-Object for the
Object Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
23,687.83

4

5,921.96

99,608.88

115

866.16

Room Effect (R)

5,069.11

2

2,534.55

Mask x Room Effect

4,497.82

8

562.23

4,497.82

8

562.23

44,278.67

230

192.52

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

6.83

<.0001

13.17

<.0001

2.92

0.005

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.96. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix O

4 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Object-to-Object for the
Object Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
16,601.32

3

5,533.78

95,042,38

92

1,033.07

Room Effect (R)

5,451.64

2

2,725.82

Mask x Room Effect

3,975.04

6

662.51

3,975.04

6

662.51

37,935.69

184

206.17

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

5.36

0.002

13.22

<.0001

3.21

0.006

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.95. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix P

3 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Object-to-Object for the
Object Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

1,476.41

2

738.21

86,228.05

69

1,249.68

Room Effect (R)

1,931.87

2

965.93

Mask x Room Effect

1,278.76

4

319.69

1,278.76

4

319.69

27,488.85

138

198.91

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

0.59

0.56

4.86

0.009

1.61

0.18

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.99. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix Q

2 (mask type) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for Object-to-Object for the
Object Data Set

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
76.75

1

76.75

13,380.83

46

290.89

Room Effect (R)

3,978.52

2

1,989.26

Mask x Room Effect

2,377.78

2

1,188.89

2,377.78

2

1,188.89

16,829.82

92

182.93

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

0.26

0.61

10.87

<0.0001

6.50

0.004

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.87. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix R

5 (mask type) x 2 (room effect) ANOVA for Object-to-Object for the
Between-Near and Between-Far Measures

Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
21,268.04

4

5,317.01

76.931.53

115

668.97

Room Effect (R)

327.66

1

327.66

Mask x Room Effect (R)

773.91

4

193.48

773.91

4

193.48

18.531.85

115

161.15

Mask (M)

Mask Type

S(M) Error

7.95

<0.0001

2.03

0.16

1.20

0.31

Within Subjects

MxR
S(M) x R Error

Mask Type x Room Effect
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Appendix S

One-Way ANOVA for Object-to-Object for the
Between-Near and Between-Far Measures for All Mask Types
Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

6,143.70

4

1,535.93

3.65

0.008

48,424.18

115

421.08

SS

df

F

p

1,639.48

1

546.49

45, 057.01

4

489.75

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

All Mask Types

S(M) Error

Source

MS

Between Subjects
Mask (M)
S(M) Error

Without 8° Peripheral Mask
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1.12

0.35

Appendix T

One-Way ANOVA for Free Recalled Object Names
Percent Correct for All Filters
Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

26.84

<0.0001

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

All Mask Types

S(M) Error

768.28

4

192.07

823.04

115

7.16

One-Way ANOVA for Free Recalled Object Names
Percent Correct for No Mask and Central Mask Types
Source

SS

df

MS

Between Subjects
Mask (M)
S(M) Error

Without 8° Peripheral Mask

33.21

3

11.07

720.42

92

7.83
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1.41

0.24

Appendix U

Between-Subjects ANOVA for
Eye Movements Greater than 5 Degrees
Source

SS

df

MS

F

1.10

p

Between Subjects
Mask (F)

Mask Type

25.74

3

8.58

Eye Move

Eye Move >5 deg

702.00

90

7.80

Note: 2 participants had missing data.
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0.35

Appendix V

5 (mask type) x 2 (eye movements) x 3 (room effect) ANOVA for
Camera Position
Source

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Subjects
Mask (M)

Mask Type

23,996.43

4

5,999.11

7.16

<.0001

Camera (C)

Camera Position (L-R)

1,852.91

1

1,852.91

2.21

0.14

Mask x Camera

5,537.98

4

1,384.50

1.65

0.17

S(M,C) Error

92,171.44

110

837.92

Room Effect (R)

5,009.96

2

2,504.98

13.12

<.0001

R x Mask

4,645.30

8

580.66

3.04

0.003

R x Camera

1,029.53

2

514.77

2.70

0.07

R x Mask x Camera

1,237.59

8

154.70

0.81

0.60

S(M,C) x R Error

42,004.49

220

190.93

Within Subjects

Note. Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon is ε gg .= 0.86. Repeated measures effects are Greenhouse-Geiser corrected p-values.
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Appendix W
Instructions for the practice portion of the sketchmap drawing

Now that you have experienced the virtual auction your task is to draw a map of that
environment. Next you will see an example of the type of map we want you to draw and
you will get the opportunity to practice.
Press ‘N’.
Here is an example map showing the testing room you’re in now plus the room where
you signed the consent form. It also shows the hallway in between these rooms and the
main door where you entered the laboratory. The red arrow represents you standing in the
hallway facing the main door of the laboratory. Does that make sense?
The tablet on the table is an electronic sketchpad. You will use this to draw a map of the
environment you saw during the video.
Before we get started, note that you should never draw or click on anything until I tell
you to.
Go ahead and pick up one of the pens back by the wall. To make sure the pen is working,
very lightly tap it on the sketchpad surface and gently move it around. You don’t have to
press very hard to get the pen to activate and we don’t want to damage the drawing
surface by pressing too hard.
Okay, let’s continue. Go ahead and click the word donex in the lower left corner
Press ‘g’.
Now click the done button.
Let’s go over some instructions.
Action commands for drawing on the sketchpad are located at the top left part of the
screen and are activated by tapping a command with your pen. You will need to use
several commands to create your drawing.
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Appendix W continued

Move your pen over to the action command area. You can do this by lightly dragging the
pen on the surface or moving the pen just above the surface.
Now, look at the right side of the screen; you can see that part of the map seems to be off
the right side. When you draw your map, you might need to use more area than the screen
gives you. So first let’s learn how to move the drawing surface around.
In the action commands list, find the button labeled PAPER lightly double tap it.
Now use your pen to see the rest of this map by pressing, holding and dragging the paper
to the left.
Now try moving the surface up, down, left and right. If it is helpful, you can rest your
hand on the tablet.
If your drawing covers more screen surface than you can see at one time and you ever
want to get back to where you started, just raise your hand, and I can reset it. I can do this
without you losing any of your drawing.
Now, move the map to the left so the sign in room is very close to the vertical line on the
left.
Great. Do you understand how to move the drawing space around?
Let’s learn how to draw. The DRAW command is the bar near the top that is red, green,
and black. Each colored square represents a different colored drawing pen. For this
experiment you’ll need to use the black square.
Lightly double tap on the black square to activate the DRAW command.
Now your pen can create a line as if you are drawing on paper so practice using your pen
by drawing a vertical line anywhere to the right of the map. Good, go ahead and draw
two more vertical lines next to the one you already drew.
The UNDO command is one way to go back or erase your work if you make a mistake or
don’t like what you drew. UNDO removes the entire last pen stroke and can be used
repeatedly. Lightly tap the UNDO button to see what happens to the last line you drew.
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Appendix W continued

Do you understand how UNDO works?
Now use UNDO to remove all the lines you drew.
Next, draw three horizontal lines anywhere to the right of the map.
The ERASE command is another way to fix mistakes. ERASE is the button that looks
like a pink bar. When you choose the ERASE command, your pen’s cursor will become
an open circle. By double tapping the left side of the pink bar, you get a large erase circle;
double tapping the right side gives you a small erase circle.
To erase, use your pen, press, and slowly drag over the lines you want to remove. Go
ahead and tap on the large ERASE button to highlight it, and practice erasing some of
your lines.
Good, now tap the small ERASE button and erase more of your lines.
To resume drawing you must choose the black DRAW command again.
Next we will move to a new screen to practice drawing. You can practice by copying the
map you see on the screen now. You’ll use the DRAW tool to create the walls, rooms,
hallways, and doorways and you can use the PAPER, UNDO, and ERASE commands
that we just went over. Go ahead and click DONEX in the lower left corner.
Click ‘g’.
Now click the DONE button.
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Appendix X
Instructions in the follow up experiment to examine spatial conceptual memory in
sketchmap drawing

Groups IO (instructions only) and ISM (instructions plus sample map) hear these
instructions first:
We are interested how people think about parts of their environments. So I will
verbally describe an environment and I’d like you to draw how you think it would
be laid out. I’d like you to show us how you think it would be if you encountered
it in today’s world. Not how you’d prefer it to be.
Okay. I will now briefly describe an environment.
Imagine you recently moved into a new apartment and you need some furniture
for it. A friend tells you about a shop that sells used furniture. You’ve never been
to this shop before, but you go
to its building. You find that the used furniture is in 4 rooms with a hallway or
hallways between the rooms. You wander through this space and look at the
furniture
We are interested in how you think these 4 rooms and hallways would be
arranged in one floor of a building. I would like you to draw four rooms with
doorways with the connecting hallways to show me how you think that they
would be arranged.
Groups IO and ISM hear these instructions next but Group ISM also sees the sample map
(Figure 16).
These are the rules I’d like you to use in your drawing.
To draw a room, draw a rectangle on the paper for each room – its sides are the
walls.
To draw a hallway, draw 2 parallel lines – the space between them is where
people would walk.
To draw a doorway, use an open space in a wall.
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Appendix X continued

If you make a mistake while drawing your map, that’s alright. Raise your hand,
and I will bring you a new sheet.
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Appendix Y
Scenario given to participants prior to experiencing the navigation tour video.

Let me set up a scenario for you to think about as you view the video.
Let’s pretend you are going to an auction.
You just moved to a new apartment and are looking for items to purchase for your
new home.
You will move through the auction site and will notice objects that you might
consider buying.
The navigation will take you by all of the items at the auction site before you decide
which, if any, you want to purchase.
Pay attention to where the objects are located because you may have to identify the
location in order to go back and purchase them later.
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